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Scriptural C o n t r a s t s .

"O wretched man that I am! who
shall deliver me from the body of this
death? I thank God through Jesus
Christ our Lord." (I. Rom.vii. 24-25).
The contrast between certain Scriptural doctrines and conditions among
men in this life and in the life to come,
is, in the Scriptures, frequently, plainly and decidedly stated. Notice the
curses pronounced upon transgressors,
and the blessings assured obedience -to
God's law, Deut. xxvii. 15-16; xxviii.
2-8. Read the words of Christ, referring to the final, condition and
position of men; the unrighteous
compared to "goats," the righteous
to "sheep;" the former shall go
away into everlasting punishment;
but the righteous into life eternal,"
Matt. xxv. 32-33 and 40. To
one class the welcome invitation
"come, inherit the kingdom" is given,
to the other, the terrible rejection "depart from me, ye cursed," is announced, Matt. xxv. 34 and 41. The
holy and just law of God condemns

the sinner without mercy; the Gospel
offers
salvation through
Christ.
"Where sin abounded, grace did much
more ^abound," Rom. v. 20. What a
contrast between the carnal mind—
death, and the spiritual mind—life,
Rom. viii. 6; between "wages of sin"
—death, and "gift of God"—life,
Rom. vi. 24; between 1 Cor. vi. 9-10
and 11; between the "rich man" in
sumptuousness and "Lazarus" in poverty on earth, and then the former in
torment and the latter comforted after death, Luke xvi. 19-20 and 25.
Do we know not only the letter but
by actual experience more or less of
the import of this passage:
"O
wretched man that I am! who shall
deliver me from the tyody of this
death? I thank ,God through Jesus
Christ our Lord."
The expression "wretched man" is
the conclusive deduction of what is
taught in this seventh chapter of Romans, namely of an enlightened and
awakened conscience, of deep conviction of sin, of demands of the "holy
and just commandment," and then
also of the utter inability of deliverance and salvation by human performances. This is one of the prominent
teachings of this chapter. And how
true it is, that in this sense, "every
mouth may be stopped and all the
world become guilty before God,"
Rom. iii. 19. What a body of this
death! corrupt, foul, condemned; carnally minded at enmity with God,
dead, Rom. viii. 6-7; "the understanding darkened being alienated from the
life of God," Eph. iv. 18,—Down in
the "horrible pit and miry clay" of sin,
Ps. xl. 2; exposed to the whetted
sword and bent bow of an- angry
God, Ps. vii. 11-12; hopelessly and
helplessly lost! Oh it is indeed "a
fearful thing to fall into the hands of
the living God," Heb. x. 31, under the
condemning law unto judgment.
"WHO SKAU, DELIVER M.t?"

I cannot possibly do it myself, not
by my own exertions, not by all my
acquired self-righteousness—all these
are and remain as filthy rags in the
eyes of God, Is. lxiv. 6; nor by the
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deeds of the law, Rom. iii. 20. Not
by angels in heaven, for they even are
not qualified to meet the demands of
the law. The apostle now meets this
wretchedness with the contrast, "I
thank God through Jesus Christ our
Lord." Salvation through Christ—
0 glorious act,
Immutable fact—
Salvation for you and for me!
by his incarnation, his obedience, his
sacrifice, his resurrection and his intercession. "God made him to be sin
for us, that we might be made the
rigteousness of God in him; God was
in Christ reconciling the world unto
himself," 2 Cor. v. 19-21. And this
deliverance is handed to us as a free
gift, without money or price required
on our part to be received and appropriated by faith in the Lord Jesus
Christ. "He that believeth on the
Son hath everlasting life; and he that
believeth not on the Son shall not see
life, but the wrath of God abideth on
him," John iii. 36.—/. Y. Schultz, in
The Manna.
Sixty foreign countries are represented in the population of the United
States. At least half a million people
arrive every year, and only about
twenty-three per cent, of them are of
the English-speaking race. "This
immigration," as one of authority
says, "is being drawn from the lower
strata of European society." "With
them," says another, "they bring the
Continental ideas of the Sabbath, the
Nihilist's ideas of government, the
Communist's ideas of property, and
the Pagan's ideas of religion."
Among them are found those who antagonize our public school system, favor the liquor traffic, and profane the
Sabbath. Put these ideas and influences into city or country, and in a few
decades what have you ? Ask the city
of eighty per cent, foreign birth or
parentage, and the country with its
little foreign kingdoms! There is
your answer. Now ask yourself,
What can I do about it?
God uses his own wisdom in choosing the time and means of fulfilling his
promises.
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EDITORIAL.
Pope Iieo X I I I . I s Dead—Pius X .
Reigns I n H i s Stead.

If the amount of attention and
prominence given to any event or person is proof of the importance of that
event or person then certainly the passing away of the late Pope, and the
election and installation of the new
pope stand pre-eminent at this time.
In the public press for a number of
weeks it has occupied first place, and
every detail of the closing days of
Pope Leo's was faithfully given with
every accompaniment of illustration,
and since then the appointment of the
new incumbent and his inauguration
and crowning are given equal prominence. If it is true, as some who are
watching the course of events assert,
that Roman Catholicism is looking
forward when at no very distant day
it will have so entrenched itself in this
country, that it can control the government and dictate its policy, internal, external and eternal, it cannot but
be gratified by the evidences of its importance and its power.
Pope Leo XIII. is credited with
being a wise liberal minded man, and
he certainly succeeded in promoting
the interests of the Church over which
he presided, but he did not change the
essential nature of the Papacy and as
to what will be the condition of these
United States when Rome has it under its control once, may be learned by
studying the conditions of those Spanish American countries where she has
ruled for centuries.
Dr. Dollinger, a prominent ecclesiastic, of the Catholic Church became
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separated from the church during the
reign of Pope Pius IX. and became
the leader of the Old Catholic party.
When Pope Leo. XIII. commenced his
reign he showed himself friendly to
Dr. Dollinger, and tried to persuade
him to return to the fold again. But
the Dr., astutely answered, "there is
a new Pope but the Papacy remains
the same," and remained unreconciled
till his death.
The crowning of the new Pope took
place on August 9th., in the presence
of 70,000 people. Great enthusiasm
prevailed and the ceremony was carried out in great pomp and display,
manifesting its idolatrous nature.
Under the caption, "Cardinal Sarto,
the New Pope of Catholicism" the editor of The Evangelical, printed in this
city has this to say:
The customary nine days of
tedious, gorgeous and costly ceremony, and, to us, a series of
most nonsensical and meaningless
obsequies, attendant upon the recent death of Pope Leo, XIII.,
are at last over, and his remains
now rest in their temporary tomb,
in the Cathedral of "St. Peter's,"
in the city of Rome. After almost exhausting the power of any
language in attributing to him
the serenest of motives, the strictest honesty, the purest faith and
the most spotless character, in
speaking of him as-"His August
Personage,"
"His Holiness,"
"The Holy Father," &c, and after carefully performing all the
Catholic "rites" of "absolution,"
"In-Articulo-Mortis," &c, in the
last few hours of his life, in order
to get him safely out of this
world, and securely into the next,
how glaringly inconsistent to see
the whole Catholic world ever
since, going through an almost
endless and senseless round of
"requiem masses" for the "repose
of the Pope's soul." If the
"great prelate" was "holy," why
pray for his further fitness for entrance into the heavenly city?
_ Moreover, if death forever ends
the possibility of further repentance and qualification, as a preparation for heaven, even as the
Catholic Bible itself teaches, why
go into a protracted series of agonizing "requiem" masses to get
a man fitted for heaven after he
is dead? To think, further, that
this meaningless performance is
to go on for yet years to come,
makes it all the more revolting to
the candid heart and the thoughtful mind. For the now deceased
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Bishop McGovern, while in life
the "director" of the Catholic
forces in this "diocese," "requiem
masses" are still being said, notwithstanding he has now been
dead for a number of years. So
will it be for the now deceased
Pope Leo. How long will it take
to get his soul "reposed?" Who
will tell us when the work is complete ? Will any one go over and
find out, and then return with the
coveted information ?
How—
then—do—they—Know ?
They
do not knozv. That is the truth.
in the case. What they know,
and what we all know, is this: "It
is appointed unto men once to die,
but after this the judgment."
This settles this weighty question. The authority of the Pope
and his ever obedient uder officers, is not above the Word of
God itself. If it were an indisputable truth, that the only worship acceptable to God on the part
of mortals here below, consisted
in unintelligible words and signs,
liturgical forms and pompous display, then we could easily understand all this show and "dress parade," and could even conclude,
that in such a case the more forms
the better. But since "God is a
Spirit: and they that worship him
must worship him in spirit and in
truth," we necessarily conclude,
that the less rigidity and formality the better.
As for the process of the Conclave of Cardinals, of which no
doubt all our readers have already read in the secular press, it
is sufficient to say at this time,
that on the morning of the fourth
day of its sitting, and on the seventh ballot, a choice was made in
the person of Cardinal Giuseppe
Sarto, Patriarch of Venice, and
who has chosen to now rule the
Catholic world as Pope Pius X.
He is 68 years old, being the same
as that of his predecessor when he
came to the throne, and being
well preserved for a man of his
years, he bids fair to hold his position for some years to come. * *
* * As we had predicted, he is an
Italian, and it is believed that he
will adopt largely the policy of
his predecessor. Whatever this
may be, the Catholic Church has
forever lost its hold on temporal
power, and unless she will shortly
bring her self to acknowledge this
self-evident truth, and be "henceforth forever content to remain
within her own traces, and attend
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to h e r own work, she is certain to
lose still more power over the
hearts and lives of men and n a tions. Popes may come and
Popes may go, but the word of
the Lord will go on forever. Leo
has gone and Sarto has come, but
the earth still flies on its orbit and
turns on its axis, as if nothing u n usual h a d lately happened.
At the crowning ceremonies last
Sunday he received a great ovation
and was greeted with great acclaim.
T h e following is the closing account
of the ceremony:
At the end of the mass the
arch-priest advanced with a purse
containing
twenty-five
pacii,
equal in value to about sixty
cents, and gave the money to the
Pope, saying "Accept this fee for
a mass well said."
Afterward the Cardinals kissed
the Pope's hand and embraced
him. T h e Archbishops and lower prelates kissed his foot and
hand and acclaimed him, the immense congregation re-echoing
the acclamation. A prelate then
advanced bearing a dish of live
charcoal, on which he placed a
handful of hemp. A s the smoke
therefrom ascended, he uttered
the following reminder: "Holy
Father, thus passes the glory of
the world."
Then the Pope went to a raised
platform in front of the altar and
the Senior Cardinal
Deacon,
Luigi Macchi, surrounded by all
the other Cardinals, came to him
with the tiara and said:
"Receive the triple crown and
know that you are the father of
Kings, the pastor of the world,
the vicar of Christ, and crowned
Pope."
Following Cardinal Macchi's
words there was thunderous applause.
T h e bells r a n g and
trumpets sounded again. Then
the Pope rose and sudden and
complete silence fell over the vast
multitude, every one of whom
reverently knelt and his Holiness
pronounced the benediction.
It was our privilege to attend the
harvest meeting on the 8th instant,
held at the home of Brother and Sister
H e n r y S. Heisey near Williams'
Grove, Cumberland county, P a . T h e
attendance of t h e brethren of the district and neighbors was quite large,
nearly filling u p the large barn floor in
the afternoon meeting, and more than
filling it in the evening meeting. E l -
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der Jonathan W e r t presided while
other ministering brethren present
were Bro. David Niesley and Bro.
John Niesley of the home district, a n d
Bro. Enos Tyson of Montgomery
county, and the editor. T h e word as
preached was attentively listened to
and a number of testimonies were freely given by those whose hearts the
Spirit of the Lord moved, in expressing thankfulness to God for his favor
and blessing in the bountiful harvest
now gathered in. A number were
present from distant States—Brother
and Sister B. B. E n g l e ; Brother and
Sister I. Eshelman, Sr. Lenhart from
Kansas, a n d Sister Leidig from Ohio.
W e trust t h e influence of the meeting
was beneficial a n d to the glory of God
whose faithfulness and care for his
creatures are continually in evidence.
Brother a n d Sister Heisey have h a d
many religious meetings at their home
so beautifully located along the Yellow Breeches creek, formerly the home
of Elder Jesse Engle, but their years
have increased a n d the feebleness of
age is in evidence, and it may be that
the meeting just held is the last of
such gatherings on the place. May
God bless them still, and also the
children living at home who were active in providing for the material comfort of the guests.
"The days of our years are three
score years and ten, or even by reason
of strength four score years; yet is
their pride but labor and sorrow, for
it is soon gone and we fly away."
( P s a l m xc. 10).
O u r obituary column of this issue
has the notice of the falling asleep of
our aged Sister Shockey, at the home
of her son, Bro. Isaac Shockey, of
Abilene, Kans. W e regarded it as a
valued privilege to have had an acquaintance with the aged sister. It
was an inspiration to hear her relate
the experiences of her long life. D u r ing the many years of her Christian
life her faith and zeal and earnestness
were much in evidence, and during
our recent sojourn in Abilene, we
found that though she was feeble in
body yet her courage and zeal in God's
service were unabated, and her place
in prayermeeting or in public worship
was usually filled. H e r testimony was
always that God is faithful, that in all
her long life which had its share of
trials a n d hardships he h a d always
stood by her, and as she was expecting
soon to be ushered into eternity h e r
faith and trust in Christ's redemption
remained unshaken. She has n o w
gone but the influence of her life remains.

Ever since we came to H a r r i s b u r g
we have had a fair supply of matter
from our contributors. Of late the
flow of copy has been less plentiful
and in this issue we make use of more
selected matter. T h e r e has not been
much matter sent in which we had to
refuse to publish. In the opinion of
some we should have refused more,
but we find that a variety of taste exists among our readers, a n d that which
one approves is regarded as unsuitable for publication by others. So we
trust there will still be forbearance and
large charity exercised and let those
who are impressed to write be obedient and help to make, the columns of
the V I S I T O R interesting.

—
V• •
T h e Fall love feasts are beginning
to be announced. W e think these
gatherings would afford opportunity
to increase the subscription list of the
VISITOR.

B u t that it may be accom-

plished it is necessary that some one
will undertake to present the matter
to the brethren and sisters, since what
is everybody's business is nobody's
business. Will not those w h o have
been appointed in the various districts
to solicit subscriptions for the V I S I T O R

make a special effort to advance the
interest of the paper. As an inducement to n e w subscribers we again offer to send the paper from October to
J a n u a r y 1905 for one dollar, giving
three months free.
Better one Moses who is consecrated than a myriad of rebellious
Israelites.
T a k e H e a r t a n d Go On.
Sometimes we are almost discouraged,
The way is so cumbered and steep;
Sometimes, though we're spent with the
sowing,
There cometh no harvest to reap.
And we faint on the road and we falter,
As our faith and our courage are gone,
Till a voice, as we kneel at the altar,
Commands u s : "Take heart and go on."
"Take h e a r t ! " 'Tis the word of our Leader,
And e'en when our vision is dim,
What else can we do but, arising,
Uplift weary eyes unto him?
"Take h e a r t ! " Why, 'tis Christ who hath
spoken;
_ , _. ,••
And what can we do but obey?
Though he gives us no tangible token,
Himself is the Sun of our day.
And in his own time he will show us
Why sorrow and trials were sent—
Why we toiled and saw naught for toiling,
And home empty-handed we went.
Though he gives us no tangiule token,
Still must we arise and go on,
As sure, as his body was broken
For us, that our fight shall be won.
Then fain for a touch of his garment
When crowds hem us in and 'tis d a r k ;
We'll cling to the thought of his goodness,
Press on, with the cross for our mark.
Take h e a r t ! Yes, our own blessed Master,
Till the last of our heart beats is gone,
Amid conflict-and loss and disaster,
We will just take heart and go on.
—M. E. Sangster.
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W h e n t h e B r i d e g r o o m Comes.
Will our lamps be filled and ready,
When the Bridegroom comes?
And our lights be clear and steady,
When the Bridegroom comes?
In the night, that solemn night,
Will our lamps be burning bright,
When the Bridegroom comes?
Chorus.
110 be ready! O be ready!'
When the Bridegroom comes !||
Shall we hear a welcome sounding,
When the Bridegroom comes?
And a shout of joy resounding,
When the Bridegroom comes?
In the night, that solemn night,
Will our lamps be burning bright,
When the Bridegroom comes?
Don't delay our preparation,
Till the Bridegroom comes;
Lest there be a separation,
When the Bridegroom comes,
In the night, that solemn night,
Will our lamps be burning bright,
When the Bridegroom comes?
It may be a time of sorrow,
When the Bridegroom comes!
If our oil we hope to borrow,
When the Bridegroom comes,
In the night, that solemn night,
Will our lamps be burning bright,
When the Bridegroom comes?
O there'll be a glorious meeting,
When the Bridegroom comes!
And a hallelujah greeting,
When the Bridegroom comes,
In the night, that joyful night,
With our lamps all burning bright,
When the Bridegroom comes?
—From " H y m n s of Grace and Glory.'
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Jesus will help you if you come in real
earnest prayer and ask him to help
you. I have learned so much lately in
secret prayer simply talking with God.
There is another scripture yet where
Christ warns: it is this : "Take heed,
therefore, that the light which is in
thee be not darkness." He plainly
tells us we are either on his side or
Satan's ; let 'us then beware, for Jesus
says, "If the light that is in thee be
darkness how great is that darkness!
We do not like to be out in a very dark
night. Oh if our souls are full of the
darkness of sin it is awful indeed. We
are to let our light shine before men
so they may see our good works. We
must certainly have our lamps trimmed
and burning or they cannot shine.
Let us all be very careful, I along with
the rest. We are to watch against the
evil, against sin, and against ourselves,
against the world, the flesh, and the
devil. But I do thank God he gives
us grace and power; we can resist the
evil and do good: he can keep us by
his mighty power. Amen. He says
he will never leave nor forsake his
followers and I know he will do as he
promised. Let us not leave him, dear
ones in Jesus. Take heed that ye despise not one of his little ones (Matt,
xviii. 10).

«» •

For

the
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Take Heed.

Take heed, now for the Lord hath
chosen thee.. .1. Chron. xxviii. vj.
Dear Readers of the Visitor: When
the dear Lord choses his people or
sanctifies them for service does he not
prepare them for the work? But he
says we shall take heed—that is, to
watch—for there are many ways we
can step aside to the evil if we do not
take heed. What a dear Savior we
have who gives us warning on account of the danger, because he loves
us so dearly. Truly the love of God is
wonderful indeed! We can never
measure nor fathom it. He wants us
to be a happy, holy and consecrated
people for him, which we must be if
we are indeed his chosen people.
Dear brother or sister, "beware lest
there be in any of you an evil heart of
unbelief in departing from the living
God." Surely Jesus must have found
it necessary to warn along that line as
well as on other lines; for we are in
perilous times when the Word of God
is fast being fulfilled. Does not every
child of God want to walk worthy of
the vocation wherewith he has been
called? Jesus has called you with a
holy calling, from darkness and sin to
himself and his blessed Word. O it is
just blessed to walk in Jesus' footsteps!

Oh, there are many ways in which
this saying might be violated. We
are to be careful that we do not put a
stumbling block in their way or in any
way try to discourage any of Jesus'
followers. They are tender lambs for
Jesus and need to be fed with the sincere milk of the Word that they may
grow thereby. Then let us be very
careful that we do not discourage in
any way, by finding fault or hindering,
for, dear ones, we shall all appear before God, there to be judged according to the deeds done in the body.
These lines have been written in
weakness: God was leading and guiding me in this as well as anything else
I undertake to do. I want to do all
to the honor and glory of God. I
pray God may bless these few lines to
some dear soul who needs encouragement along the pilgrim journey. Give
God the praise, it is God who needs it
and not his followers. My heart's desire and prayer to God is that every
soul in the world may become a follower of the lowly Jesus. Let all who
know the worth of prayer pray for me
that I may be true to God and souls.
Amen.
Yours in Jesus, seeking the lost of
earth.
A N N A J.

Martinsburg, Pa.

STONER.
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Social P u r i t y .
NUMBER V.

There certainly is no function of
any one's life of so great importance
as parentage—the starting of a life
which is to have an endless existence—
and should only be exercised in cooperation with God, and at a time
when the participants are in the most
spiritual condition.
Man
should
"know his wife" only under mutual
agreement, and to honor God.
That traits of character and mentality are transmissible is generally admitted, and it stands to reason that
children partake largely of the makeup of the parents, physically and mentally. Some deny heredity entirely,
but facts witness to it on every hand
and establish what the Scripture says,
"visiting the iniquities of the fathers
(parents) upon the children unto the
third and fourth generation of them
that hate me; and showing mercy
unto thousands of them that love me
and keep my commandments" (Exodus xx. 5).
Oliver Wendell Holmes said that
the education of a child should commence a hundred years before it is
born. Heredity, in order that its
claims may be established and convince the skeptical mind, must have
the century start—that is the third or
fourth generation. Parents may be
harmless and blameless—children of
God, yet may have a "black sheep" in
their flock. The solution is simple;
ancestors of perhaps the third or
fourth generation back have transmitted traits other than righteousness.
David said, "in sin did my mother conceive me" (Psa. li, 5). Is it any wonder that the monster lust overcame him
so easily ? The fact that so many children are of lustful conception accounts
for the awful prevalence of fornication, adultery and all forms of sensuality. Few children that are brought
into existence are so brought by the
first choice of Providence; rather their
existence results from the laws and
doings of the animal nature. Bastards
are not called of God. Authentic authority says, three-fourths of the
children born are actually not wanted.
The devil deceives not a few in making it seem justifiable not to propogate
the race, because of the impending
millennium and the perilous times that
are to precede that momentous event.
But what says the wisdom of God?
See Gen. i. 28 and I. Tim. v. 14.
Life begins at the moment of conception, and any attempt to destroy the
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embryo life, or thought thereof is murderous, and the many ways of prevention of conception, practiced by so
many who are averse to parentage because of the trouble involved, in having and caring for children, are certainly criminal in their nature.
Onamism is certainly criminal under
sensual conditions. See Gen. xxxviii.
9That continence is not incompatible
with a healthy condition, and is not
unhygienic is well attested by the rules
imposed on athletes and pugilists in
training. The concensus of opinion of
the best medical men in England is
that a continent life is the most healthful for both sexes in the line of physical, mental and moral development.
Medical declaration from New York
having 59 signatures "unite in declaring it as our opinion that chastity,—a
pure, continent life of both sexes is
consonant with the best conditions of
physical, mental and moral health."
("Clean Life," appendix,—by Dr.
Katherine Bushnell,—sold by the
Fleming H. Revell Co., New York and
Chicago).
In the face of strong denial the sanctified soul can live a victorious continent life. However, holiness people
are divided in opinion as to the matter
of an entirely continent life. Some
good "teachers in Israel" teach that
the begetting of offspring should only
be by conviction of God, while others
would permit a temperate exercise of
the sexual appetite consistent with
love, asserting that the element of sensuality and lust is not any more present. Let all be done to the glory of
God, and every one be fully persuaded
in his own mind.
Every child has a right to be well
born, hence to subject the prospective
mother to yield to the lustful desires
of man is nothing short of criminal,
and white men could learn from the
Indian in that respect. Great men are
made previous to being born into this
world, not made so subsequently by
education. Very few appreciate fully
the great importance that attaches to
the bringing into existence of endless
duration a child well-formed. Breeders of fine stock recognize the importance of good breeding and exercise
much more care as regards their business on that line than is taken in the
propogation of the human species.
The animal and plant kingdoms are
being constantly improved, while the
human race is rapidly degenerating,
physically and morally. There is certainly a crying need that in some way
people become interested in this important matter, and seek to become so
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informed on this question that the human race may be improved physically
and morally. Man needs light on
this subject, and at the present time
no one need be ignorant unless he be
so willfully.
Methinks I hear many guilty ones
assert the impropriety of either writing or talking on this most important
subject. Please read Luke ii. 27, 28.
A prospective mother, above all other
persons, is entitled to sanctuary privileges, but false modesty, sanctioned by
a silent ministry, bars the needy one
away from spiritual food. Consider
the publicity of Mary the mother of
Jesus. Was her thus appearing a disgrace to her?
J. MYERS BosivER.

Canton, 0.
For the EVANGELICAL VISITOR.

Iattle Children Keep Yourselves
From Idols.
"Thou shalt have no other Gods before me."
"Nay but, O man, who art thou that
repliest against God? Shall the thing
formed say to him that formed it, whyhast thou made me thus?" There is
not a shadow of doubt in my mind,
but, that man would have been perfectly satisfied and contented in his
primeval day, if the devil would have
permitted him to enjoy those things
which God had provided for him in
his Edenic home, unmolested. The
object of Satan, the arch enemy
of God and his creature man, is to destroy the work of God and divert that
which he has designed for our good
into the channel of evil. He succeeded to such an extent in the antediluvian age that God would no longer
permit his Spirit to strive with that
wicked and idolatrous people, but as
they were enjoying themselves in their
pleasures and lusts, after due warning, the flood came and destroyed them
all. "So shall also the coming of the
Son of man be." Though the wicked
were destroyed and only a remnant
saved, whom God brought over the
flood with better prospects and promises and, we should hope, with better
knowledge of their duties to him. Yet
in a very short period of time they
are again deluded of the devil and
fallen into gross idolatry.
The Lord again chooses a true man
out from the idolatrous in the person
of Abram, starts him out with great
and precious promises, Gen. xii. 1-3,
which he fulfilled in every detail, until
his posterity became so rebellious that
in justice to his word, "Thou shalt
have no other Gods before me," God
was forced to "blot them out of his

book," and establish a hew covenant
upon more strict conditions (Acts iii.
22-23; Heb. viii. 10; x. 26-29).
I believe the Lord Jesus Christ began his ministry for the needs of the
people upon good, pure, uplifting and
saving principles. Every person who
came in contact with him could be
lifted out of their sinful, diseased and
idolatrous condition into the glorious
liberty of the children of God. Rites
and ceremonies, as formerly used with
much display and useless ornamentation; are now entirely done away, superseded by spiritual Christian worship (Jno. iv. 23, 24).
Would we permit the Jew to introduce his form of worship into our
Christian churches? or the Roman
Catholic his shrines and crosses, or the
Hindu his praying machine? Oh
no! But we will accept some of their
forms, and set up some of their idols
to draw them into our assemblies.
The Christian world has borrowed
many of the foolish and senseless customs of the heathen and with modifications and improvements according
to their tastes, introduced them into
their church service, and virtually do
their praise worship with instruments
of music often in the hands of unbelievers who so gloriously worship according to the latest style and make a
joyful noise unto the people, as they
scan each others gay attire and idolize
the goddess of fashion. Will the
children of God imitate the Christian
world in these things ? Are hearts
turned back to the beggarly elements
of the world? Is our spiritual status
so low that we need an organ, a relic
of improved heathenism, (a real idol
in this enlightened age) to help us in
our praise? Can we at all worship
God with a lifeless, soulless, dead instrument? Nay, verily Hear the
word of divine inspiration. "I will
pray with the spirit, and will pray with
the understanding also: I will sing
with the spirit, and I will sing with
the understanding also." No dead
formal worship would satisfy the
great Apostle to the gentiles. He did
not want the brethren at Corinth to
follow in those heathenish customs as
they did before they were converted.
"Wherefore he says, come out from
among them and be ye separate
SAITH T H E LORD, AND TOUCH
NOT T H E UNCLEAN T H I N G ;
and I vMl receive you. What agreement hath the temple of God with
idols?" ''For ye are the temple of the
living God." For, "ye are bought
with a price: therefore glorify God in
your body, and in your spirit, which
are God's." Our spirit, soul and body
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must engage in worship to be acceptable with the Lord. The devil is no
less intent upon deceiving the people
now than he was in the beginning. If
he can only get God's true children to
set up idols in musical instruments,
photos, pride or fashion of the world,
he has gained his end, and often makes
the most pious appearing his agents to
defend his cause (Acts xvii. 26-31;
Eccl. xii. 13, 14).
D. V. HBISU.

Clarence Centre, N. Y.
Reighteousness In This Generation.
The Lord said to Noah, "Thee have
I seen righteous before me in this generation." Righteousness is God's re-quirement in all men, and every one
has his time when it becomes his duty
to become righteous in the sight of
God. There may be a time we become
righteous in our own eyes, or even
righteous in the sight of those around
us and still not pass the righteous
judgment of God. It seems the subject of the above Scripture had reached
the heavenly climax when the highest
authority in existence said to him, "I
have seen thee righteous before me in
this generation." Therefore it seems
to me to be very important that we
prove ourselves to see whether our
righteousness will stand the test of the
all-scrutinizing eye of God.
As to the kind and time—Noah was
found righteous in his generation.
Now, I believe, it is our duty to see to
it that we are found righteous in our
generation.
The righteousness of
Noah prompted him to go to work and
build an ark for the saving of his
house from the deluge which was to
take place in God's appointed time.
That was the need of his generation,
and as it is often said that all God's
children are builders we should see to
it that we use the material suitable to
our generation, and see to it that the
foundation is properly laid; then be
sure that the rules come from God,
then we are equipped to go ahead.
I think and fear there are two extremes that develope into self-righteousness which can only be discovered
by the truly righteous man in watching and praying. The one extreme is
that one who is so righteous that he
can follow the world in all its vain
fashions in dress, and go to places of
amusement, in fact, do just as the
world does, yet claim righteousness
and true holiness. That I fear is a
righteousness to be shunned as a serpent in the grass. Yet, how often do
the humble followers of God encourage that righteousness, greeting them
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as brother or sister, and perhaps with
a kiss. The Apostle John says, "If
any come to you and bring not this
doctrine receive him not into your
house neither bid him God-speed for
he that biddeth him God-speed is partaker of his evil deed." Oh, how careful we ought to be that through selfrighteousness we be not partakers of
some one else's evil deeds.
Then the other extreme with which
we sometimes come in contact generally leads back to some former age
long past, which would make us think
we must have our clothing cut and
made after the fashion of a hundred
years ago and our hair accordingly
long, not stopping to think that if they
had lived in that day they would have
been right up to the fashion of that
generation. And this extreme also discards special efforts for winning souls
to Christ, such as holding protracted
meetings and Mission work, which we
certainly have reason to believe belong to our day and generation as
much as ark-building did in the days
of Noah. And, I fear that many a
talent lies buried in some notion of a
past generation that could be of great
service to the present generation, and
could be done without removing anv
of the landmarks which our fathers
have set.
I will admit that there are efforts
made now for promoting God's cause,
which are different from those employed in former generations, but I
have reason to believe that the devil
is using means to deceive the people
now that were not thought of in past
generations. So I feel by God's grace
to give myself more fully to the Lord's
work and do what I can through him
for the salvation of souls and the
building up of his church which is the
pillar and ground of the truth.
I have often been impressed before
this to write for our church paper, so
at last I venture to make the effort.
I remain your brother, for the salvation of souls.
JOHN H.

SMITH.

Wilersz'ille, Ohio.
At one time it was feared that Sir
Robert Peel would break down under
the cares laid on him as Premier of
Great Britain. To this the Standard
replied, "Sir Robert does not work
seven days in the week. This fact
gives full assurance that his work will
not impair his health. Every Sunday
finds him on his knees at public worship with his family about him." Peel
himself said, "I never knew a man escape failure, in either body or mind,
who worked seven days in a week."

[August 15, 1903.
Crumbs.
Love is the purest and highest motive from which we can serve God.
Much of the food that comes to us
from the pulpit of this our day is
either stale or mixed with some ingredients not found in the word, which is
the cause of the congregation being
more like a hospital than anything
else.
There are not many who will say
amen to the truth when it hits them,
they are more liable to think the
preacher is wrong in presenting the
truth.
The world does not keep account of
what we say, but of what we do.
God, everywhere in the word, demands a whole hearted service.
God's salvation is the only thing
that neither falls nor rises in price. It
can always and only be gotten at par
value.
When we give up all for Jesus we
receive already in this world a hundred fold more than we give up.
If your spiritual digestive organs
refuse to digest the simple plain word
of God on any line, it is high time to
call the great Physician and find out
what is the matter, but for your soul's
sake never change the diet for fear cf
taking poison.
Weak people like plain solid diet,
but sickly people are not so; they often
need something special. This holds
good on a spiritual line and may God
help us to see it.
If we do not want any honor we
will get more than we care for.
Never think other people owe you
favors, and you will never be disappointed if you receive none.
If we do good unto others, and expect to receive the same from them, it
is evident that we do not do it as unto
the Lord.
Continue to give weak or sickly persons food that has no nourishment and
you will destroy life entirely. What
they need is the plain word of God,
which alone will infuse health, life,
and vigor into their system.
D. L. GISH.

Are we doing God's will ? We do
not mean, Are we doing God's work?
—preaching, or teaching, or collecting
money—but God's will. A man may
think he is doing God's work when he
is not even doing God's will. And a
man may be doing God's work and
God's will quite as much by hewing
stones, or sweeping streets, as by
preaching or praying. So the question
means just this: Are we working out
our common every-day life on the
great lines of God's will?—Henry
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A New Creature.
Usually new things are better than
old. W e are naturally interested in
things that are new. New plans, new
ideas, new undertakings, new views,
new prospects, new positions, all these
are interesting to the human mind.
W e get weary of the old; we are tired
of patching and repairing, and we
long for something new.
H e who made man in his own image, doubtless implanted this desire
within his heart, and the Creator himself takes interest in things which are
new. H e made all things new at first,
and the world which God pronounced
"very good" was a new world. T h e
divine method of saving men is not
by repairing and patching, but by making them new. "If any man be in
Christ he is a new creature; old things
are passed away, and behold, all things
are become new." T h e Lord bestows
upon his people " a new heart and \
new spirit," and this results in a new
life. Those who have been buried
with Christ by baptism into death and
raised in the likeness of Christ, are to
"walk in newness of life." T h e Christian is " a new m a n ; " he has been
"created anew in Christ Jesus unto
good works."
T h e whole course and trend of human life is changed by the presence
and power of God within the renewed
soul. But the work of renovation is
not yet complete. T h o u g h there may
be a new heart, and a new spring of
action, and a new course of life, yet
the man is still the same weak, frail,
mortal creature that he was. His
foundation is in the dust, his life is like
a vapor, he fades like a leaf. H e
needs physical renovation. T h e outer
man, as well as the inner man, needs to
be changed. T h e body of our humiliation is to be fashioned like the glorious body of our Lord. " I t doth not
yet appear what we shall be, but we
know that when he shall appear we
shall be like him, for we shall see him
as he is." T h a t new creation which
was begun by the engrafting of the
W o r d of God, and the communication
of the Holy Spirit, is to be completed
by the entire bodily and mental renovation of the renewed man, who shall
thus bear the likeness of his Lord, and
so be fitted for the glorious ministries
of the everlasting kingdom of God.
But even this is not all. W e read
of men who served the Lord in fidelity
and steadfastness, "of whom the world
was not worthy." W h e n man, the divinely appointed ruler of this creation,
fell into rebellion, he dragged his
realm with him to ruin. Even the very
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ground is cursed for the sins which
man has committed. But Christ is
the Redeemer, and he not only redeems
man, but he shall also redeem the
world which was made for man's
abode. H e who cursed the ground of
old, shall bless it at last. H e who made
the world at the beginning, shall make
it new at the end. T h e Scripture not
only begins, but ends with a new creation. "Behold, I make all things
new." Then shall redeemed men
have a home that shall be worthy of
them. T h e new man shall be new in
body as well as soul; and the world,
which has so long groaned and
writhed beneath the curse, shall at last
be brightened with its Creator's smile,
when the tabernacle of God shall be
with men. "Then shall the earth yield
her increase, and God, even our God,
shall bless us."—From "The
Armory."
Aside.
For conversion. "Jesus took the
blind man by the hand and led him
out of the town." ( M a r k viii. 23.)
T o deal with the spiritually blind
the Lord calls him aside from the
multitude. In the rush and whirl of
business and social life, or the giddy
round of pleasure the eyes are closed
not only to the transitoriness of the
things of time and sense and the
beauty of things eternal, but also to
the awful dangers encompassing the
soul.
Not seeing his danger he seeks no
place of safety; but in some quiet
hour, it may be by the reading of a
tract, receiving a letter from a friend,
a dream in the stillness of the night,
or attendance at a gospel meeting,
that the touch of Jesus is felt, sight
is restored and the soul
eternally
saved.
F o r training. "They bring unto
him one that was deaf and had an impediment in his speech. . . .and he took
him aside from the multitude." ( M a r k
vii. 32, 33-)
His eyes open, the converted soul
is eager for service. H e has found the
Savior and longs to pass on to others
the good news of salvation from sin
and death. Good! But let him take
care that there is no impediment in
his speech.
Before he attempts to teach he must
himself be t a u g h t ; if he would speak
plainly he must hear distinctly; to
hear distinctly he must retire to the
secret place where deaf ears are unstopped and tied tongues loosed. A
man may to all outward appearances
be successful, but his teaching will
lack power and his words be without
the divine signature unless he has

learned to hear in the secret place and
speak only those things he hears at
the feet of Jesus. Herein lay the
secret of Christ's power. " H e spake
as one having authority."
Again and again he testified to his
absolute dependence on the
Father
whose willing servant he was. " T h e
words
that
I speak unto
you
I speak not of myself." " M y doctrine is not mine but his that sent me.''
" I do nothing of myself but as the
Father hath taught me I speak these
things." " I speak that which I have
seen with my Father." T h e disciple
is not above his Lord, let him therefore
take care that he copy his Master
closely in this matter. If he speaks
that which he has heard in the secret
place of prayer and communion he
will be able with all humility to say as
Jesus did, " T h e Father that sent me
he gave me a commandment that I
should speak, and / knozu that his
commandment is life
everlasting."
(John xii. 49, 50.) And then, only
then, will his message be as a lifegiving stream to thirsty souls around.
It is because Christian workers fail
here that so often their message lacks
this life-giving power; and then, conscious of failure, they make a further
mistake by flitting hither and thither
to this friend and that friend, this
preacher and that preacher, to get
sympathy, encouragement, and help.
And they get patched up here and
propped up there, one says one thing
and one another, but the real sore remains untouched, and wearied ^with
toil that brings no result they remain
troubled and ill at ease. " T h e disciples came to Jesus apart and said,
W h y could not we cast him out."
( M a t t . xvii. 19.) H o w much pain
would be avoided, how many failures
be unknown if at the outset the matter were taken straight to Jesus. H e
alone knows the cause of failure and
he alone can put matters right.
W h e n Israel so ignominiously failed at Ai, Joshua went immediately to
the Lord. The answer came clear
and unmistakable "Israel hath sinned," and when the disciples came
with their question " W h y could not
w e ? " T h e reply came as promptly
"Because of your unbelief. This kind
cometh not out but by prayer." (R.
V.) T h e divine purpose in recording
these failures is evident. Have we
learned the lessons they teach?
F o r revelation. "Jesus taketh with
him Peter, James and John and leadeth them up into a high mountain
apart by themselves and he was transfigured before them." ( M a r k ix. 2 ) .
Jesus delights to reveal himself to
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from the multitude. These three disciples who were so privileged were
doubtless more prepared than the rest
for fuller teaching. T h e Lord leads
out into fuller knowledge of himself
as his disciples are ready to learn and
able to bear. (John xvii. 12; I. Cor.
iii. 2.) W o u l d you be amongst the
number of those who know much of
their Lord. Be found often in the
secret place.
T h e r e the Lord will reveal himself
as nowhere else, and in knowing him
you will learn to know yourself and
knowing yourself you will become
humble, child-like and thus fitter for
the Master's use. I t has always been
so. God dealt with Job until h e
could say, " I have heard of thee, b u t
now mine eye seeth thee I abhor myself." Isaiah had a vision of God's
holiness and majesty and then he
cried, " W o e is me." T h u s he was
prepared for cleansing, and when
cleansed was ready to cry, " H e r e am
I, send me." Ezekiel h a d such a
vision of God's glory that fully surrendering himself to God, he could
be used as a "sign" to the people.
Again, when Daniel went into the
secret place of prayer and saw the
wondrous vision (ch. ix. 10) his own
comeliness was gone, his own strength
departed, but herein lay the source of
new power. W h e n brought thus low,
with many tender gracious words he
was encouraged until he was able to
say, "Let my Lord speak, for thou
has strengthened me." Oh, w h a t
power is in the secret place for those
who will but tarry for it, and what
rest of soul, too. "Come ye yourselves apart and rest awhile." ( M a r k
vi. 31.)
"Come ye yourselves apart and rest awhile,
Weary, I know it, of the press and
throng;
Wipe from your brow the sweat and dust
of toil,
And in my quiet strength again be strong.
Come, tell me al that ye have said and
done,
Your victories and failures, hopes and
fears;
I know how hardly souls are wooed and
won
My choicest wreaths are always wet with
tears.
Come ye and rest, the journev is too great
And ye will faint beside the way and
sink;
The Bread of Life is here for you to eat,
And here the Wine of Love for you to
drink.
Then, fresh from converse with your
Lord return,
And work till daylight softens into even,
The brief hours are not lost in which ye
learn
More of your Master and his rest in
heaven.
— E . S. Norwood in Light from the
Orient.
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Daily Study.
Dr. R. A. Torrey, in a sermon published recently in the "Christian H e r ald," makes some good suggestions
about the daily study of the Scriptures.
H e says : Now, turn to Acts xvii. 1 1 :
"These were more noble than those in
Thessalonica, in that they received the
W o r d with all readiness of mind, and
searched the Scriptures daily, whether
those things were so." Study your
Bible daily. Never let twenty-four
hours g o over your head under any
circumstances without studying your
Bible. I will tell you what makes a
Bible student; it is everlastingingly
keeping at it, pegging away and pegging away. I heard one of our greatest workers amongst our young men
in America say one day that after all
the Bible conferences he had attended
—and he had attended eighteen—he
got most blessing out of one at which
there were only four persons present,
himself and three others. T h e y covenanted together at the close that they
would study the Bible every day, and
he said, " I have kept that promise, and
the greatest blessing out of any conference has come from it."
H a v e a regular set time every day
for studying your Bible. T h a t may
be varied under the circumstances, but,
as far as possible, hold to it. It is a
very simple thing, but of immense consequence. You have a regular time
for your breakfast, and a regular time
for your dinner, and you keep to it.
T h a t is, you do if you have good
sense. I know some people who take
their meals whenever it comes handy
to them, and wind up as dyspeptics.
I know other people who have sense
enough to have a regular time to eat,
and they eat when that time comes
round. Well, it is far more important spiritually than it is physically.
H a v e a regular time every day that
is set apart for God and his W o r d , to
get in your orders from God. Do not
take the time just before you go to
bed. It is a good thing to read a little bit before you go to bed as a sort
of comfort for the night, but do not
take that time for your Bible study.
T h e mind is at its worst at night. It
often has a sort of unnatural activity,
but that is not the kind of activity you
want for Bible study. If you possibly
can, take it when you first get up, when
the mind is clearest, when it is at its
very best.
Set a certain length of time. I t may
be only a quarter of an hour, but you
can accomplish a great deal if you set
apart fifteen minutes every day. Better still, half an h o u r ; better still, a
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whole h o u r ; better still, two h o u r s ;
but I am not going to expect you to do
that. Some people say, " I t is all very
well for you p r e a c h e r s ; you have all
the time—you do not have anything
to do." Lord Cairns, a former Lord
Chancellor of Great Britain, a very
busy man, put it on record before he
died that he had given the first two
hours of every day to prayer and the
study of the W o r d of God. H e said,
" W h a t e v e r success I may have h a d in
my life"—and he was one of the most
successful statesmen—"I attribute it
more than anything else to the fact
that the first two hours of every day
have been given to prayer and the
study of the W o r d of God."—Selected.
• •» •
Telling I t Big.
T h e r e are people whose geese are
always swans, and whose doings,
when reported by themselves, are always presented in the most glowing
style. Like the Spaniard, who put on
his big magnifying spectacles when
he ate plums and cherries, they see everything which concerns themselves
on a large scale. T h e r e are men
whose last meeting is always the best
they ever enjoyed; and the apostle
who said, " N o t many mighty, not
many noble are "called" would be astonished to hear them tell of the numbers of "noble m e n " and "noble women" that have been brought into the
faith through their instrumentality.
T h e r e is one thing to be remembered in connection with such statements, and that is that the habit of exaggeration impairs confidence. An
aged minister, when speaking of his
estimates of certain reports of meetings in the religious organ which he
read, said: "If M. were writing the account I should add about twenty-five
per cent, to his statement. If G. were
writing I should discount about seven-,
ty-five per cent." In this way he
would endeavor to get at the actual
value of the accounts as presented to
him.
I t is best to be on the safe side. W e
may tell less than the t r u t h without
blame, but if we g o beyond it we are
on dangerous ground. T h e L o r d is
not pleased with boasting, and vain
glory only brings envy and distrust.
Let us not be desirous of vain glory,
provoking one another. Divine wisdom bids men not to think of themselves more highly than they ought to
think, but to think soberly; and all efforts to build up a reputation by fictitious statements and exaggerated representations are likely to end in disgrace.
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"Why Sinners Are Lost ForeTer.

The doctrine of Eternal Punishment seems to some contrary to the
doctrine that God is love. But nothing more fully proves that love. In
discussing the question let us notice:
1. What provisions God has made
for their salvation.
2. What their attitude is toward
these provisions.
3. What makes their punishment
necessary.
4. Why it must be eternal.
And 1, The Provisions made.
God, in infinite wisdom, made man
with the power of choosing between
two objects. He alone is responsible
for the choice, and knows it. God
also gave to man adequate laws for his
guidance. They were the best laws
ever made. They were perfect and
practical and aim at promoting the
highest good of all moral agents. They
are as necessary to heavenly beings as
to man. They oppress none. When
obeyed they happify all who obev
them. They are infinite in their application. God is governed by them.
To such laws an adequate penalty had
to be attached, for there is no law without penalty.
What must it be? It must be comeasurate with the importance of the
application of the law. If a soldier,
in an army on the field, is found asleep
on picket duty he is shot. His sleeping imperiled the lives of all whom he
was set to watch. The breaking of
this law, imperils every being in the
moral universe. If God's law is conceded to be for the promotion of the
highest good of moral agents; then its
violation aims at the disruption of
Divine government. "The soul that
sinneth it shall die." Considering the
interests involved is the penalty too
severe ?
Look at the first sin. It was simply
eating a good apple (?) What was
involved in this partaking of the forbidden fruit? It involved the loss of
paradise, the loss of peace, the loss of
moral uprightness, the loss of sustenance except by strenuous labor, the
loss of health, and the loss of immortality. It involved the whole creation.
Are you prepared to say that all your
sins are as insignificant as that one?
The whole creation groans and travails in pain, and will until Jesus removes the curse. '
Again God at infinite cost provided
satisfaction for public justice in the
gift of his Son. A way is now open
for guilty man to return to obedience.
Angels rejoice and announce this mercy. Surely now men will hasten back
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to Father's house. Surely the groans
of creation will immediately cease!
Alas man is now a fallen creature!
This is evidenced by,
2. His attitude toward these Provisions.
First he acts as an outlaw. He pays
no more attention to God's law than as
though it had no existence. He never
seeks to know what it is. He either
says, "There is no God," or acts it.
God's name is only a by-word of imprecation to him. Though God made
him, and gave him every faculty he
possesses, he ignores his Maker.
Though he is dependent upon God for
sunshine and air, for food and raiment, he is never grateful to him.
Though if God should leave him for
an instant, his miserable existence
would cease; he turns his back to God
and puts him out of his mind. Instead of seeking the good of his fellow creatures he makes himself the
centre of all his plans. All he cares
for any other creature is based on the
relation that creature sustains to his
gratification. The mercy of God
through Jesus Christ he utterly
spurns. To him it is an idle tale. The
Bible, God's message of mercy, is a
book of silly fables in his eyes. He
cares no more for the blood of Jesus
the most precious thing in the universe, than for the blood of swine. If
Jesus crossed his path, though he is
King of glory, he would no more hesitate to kill him, than did that nameless
villian to kill president McKinley.
This is the practical attitude of
every sinner toward God and his Son.
Theoretically it is not so. But a man's
practice shows his true condition.
3. Their Punishment is Necessary.
There is nothing else God can do.
There was no punishment severe
enough in the eyes of many for the
murderer of the president. When it
archist, in addition to being a murderwas found that the villian was an aner, human indignation knew no
bounds. What then shall be the view
of all holy beings, who know God's
law is perfect, and who love Jesus
Christ, towards those who are anarchists to the Divine Government, and the
murderers of Jesus?
Every holy heart weeps over the sinner, and craves and pleads that he
may accept mercy. But when the sinner's heart is "Fully set in him to do
evil;" when by rejecting all God's mercies, he "crucifies the Son of God
afresh and puts him to an open
shame," that holy heart cries out to
God for vengeance.
4. Why must the Punishment be
Eternal ?
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First, because punishment does not
bring repentance. All through the
book of Revelation, as the various
scenes of Judgment come to view, men
and devils alike only blaspheme the
more at the punishment they receive.
Men know instinctively that when
mercy ceases to plead with them their
doom is sealed. If sin deserves punishment at all, continuous sinning deserves still greater.
Second, man has an everlasting being. Death means simply separation,
and its attendant results. Separation
from God's favor and from glad communion with him, is spiritual death.
Separation of the immortal spirit and
soul, from the physical body is natural
death. Eternal banishment from all
holy beings, and from all hope of mercy, to be shut up with the trinity of
evil—Satan, the Beast, and the False
Prophet in the "Lake of fire" is the
"Second death." Men try to eradicate
it from their belief, but it can never be
eradicated from God's mercy to his
saints. The punishment of the wicked
is their protection, just as the punishment of crime is protection to law
abiding citizenship here.—The Repairer.
Joseph Cook on Card-playing:.
There is a famous French proverb
which says, "Ou la vertu finit, la commence le vice" (where virtue ends,
vice begins). I see no virtue in what
is known to-day as the round dance,
nor in social card-playing. These are
ante-chambers of mischief, even if
they are not themselves worst forms of
mischief. It is safest to keep out of
such ante-chambers. I am assured by
those whose work has given them opportunity to know the facts at first
hand that hundreds of gamblers have
found fashionable card-playing the
beginning of their road to ruin, and
also that the commencement of the unreportable degradation of thousands
of abandoned women has been in the
modern ball and round dance.
For one, I always maintain that
card-playing and dancing, learned by
respectable people, may easily become
a bond of union between them and
other people who are not so respectable, and so be a snare to those who
are yet in their inexperienced years.Every advance toward light and
righteousness made by the world testifies to the success of Christ's mission.
Added ability calls for added consecration. Every new talent is fresh
responsibility.
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"Why Total Abstinence is Best."

Drink is dangerous. Nearly all the
men and women who have been ruined by it were confident they could
control themselves. It is unwholesome. Granting it may be useful under certain circumstances, yet in practice it does harm, and that continually.
The most experienced physicians will
confess that even in their hands its
food value in infinitesimal in comparison to its treachery, and that its drug
value is always matter of experiment
and risk. Personally I do not think
it is always proven to be useless for
nutrition or injurious for medicine;
but, if I am not mistaken, the statistics
of drunkenness will show that doctors,
of all educated men, are its most mir
merous victims.
It may be said that this proves too
much, since many things that everybody does are more or less unhealthy,
and that the case would be as good
against meat-eating, late suppers, coffee, running to trains, etc. But it is
certainly not too much to stand up for
the sacredness of life and its inseparable postulate, the inviolableness of
sound, sane, and abounding health.
So far from fearing to admit these
other things upon an equal footing
into the contention I welcome them
and all their kind, and make my whole
claim in the premises upon this: That
every Christian ought to remember his
own body, to keep it holy—that, once
it be shown that flesh-eating is a peril
or an injury in any case, there ought
to be an end of it in that case; that late
suppers ought to be cut out even upon
suspicion; that old people ought never
to run to catch a train, and that coffee
ought to be put in the dock with alcohol, if as strong a case be made out
against it. I only hold as relating to
beverage and popular-remedy alcohol
that, with all the evidence in on both
sides, and giving it the benefit of every
reasonable doubt, it ought to be outlawed in individual life, and home and
Church and State, in the sacred name
of health.
From the standpoint of the highest,
finest morality the case is yet more
easily made out. Of all the forms of
selfishness, moderate drinking is the
most widely and inexorably hurtful.
The faculty of imitation is the largest
organ in the human brain, and
through it the drinking habit does the
deadliest havoc with the boys and
girls. As a rule, the first taste and the
first effects of intoxication are the reverse of pleasant to the tyro, but the
mimic devil turns the first check of
the destroyer into victory by even in-
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ducing the young imitator to call for
stronger, nastier cups, and court the
staggering, flushed, and bloodshot
characteristics of the sot out of sheer
bravado.—John G. Woolley, in the
"New Voice."
missions for Men.
Why not begin missions to fallen
men ?. Why not enter the houses of
shame and try to rescue the men first ?
Why not build rescue homes for men ?
Why not form rescue bands, station
them at well-known houses of ill-repute in large cities, to begin a mighty
effort in the interest of outcast men?
Did Christ come only to save women ?
Have Christians no duty towards debauched and degraded men ? Save
the fallen men and there will be no
such thing in all the land as fallen women. How earnestly I plead for outcast men ; neglected, fallen men! No
one to help them up, nor to tell them
how utterly lost they are, and few realizing what unfit companions these
polluted creatures are for pure women.
The great cry of the hour—indeed, the
demand—should be a mission to fallen
men. The only work of this kind on
record, as far as I know, is carried on
by an officer of high rank in the army
of Holland. Imbued with the courage of the cross, inspired by the Captain of his salvation, this brave man,
with a band of earnest workers, starts
out into the market-places of vice and
sin, with the object of rescuing men.
Night after night in full-dress uniform
he confronts the soldiers before they
enter their pitfalls of sin, and entreats
them to turn from the haunts of
shame. So well has he succeeded that
many houses of ill-repute have been
closed.—Purity Advocate.
Keep On Praying.

One James Smith, an English laborer in the navy yard on the Thames,
had a little boy, Johnnie, says the
"Wesleyan Methodist." After the
death of his wife, sorrow kept him sober for awhile, but he took to his cups
again, and, as poor Johnnie expressed
it, "got badder and badder all the
time."
One night the drunkard awoke, a
most uncommon thing for him at such
an hour, and lay very still for he heard
a sound. It was his motherless boy
praying by his bedside. He heard
him say, "Please God, make daddy a
better man, for Jesus' sake."
James Smith could not sleep any
more. He rose very early and went
to his work. He came home early
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that night without having drunk a
drop of liquor. His heart was melted.
He said to Johnnie: "What put it into
your head to pray for your worthless
old dad?"
Johnnie told him it was because he
loved him; and besides he had been to
a Sunday class where the teacher had
taught him the commandment, "Honor
thy father and thy mother."
"Then keep on prayin', keep on
prayin', little lad," said James. I believe God has answered you already;
I've been prayin' for myself, that God
would make me a better man."
The prayer was answered. James
Smith reformed, and from that time
lived a steady Christian man.—,SVlected.
The Things He Lost.

The following speech, which is
quoted in Weapons for Temperance
Warfare, was made by a reformed
drunkard at a temperance meeting:
"I have been thinking since T
came into the meeting to-night about
the losses I have met with since I
signed the temperance pledge. I tell
you there is not a man in the society
who has lost more by stopping drink
than I have. Wait a bit till I tell you
what I mean. There was a nice job
of work to be done in the shop to-day,
and the boss called for me. 'Give it
to Law,' says he; 'he's the best hand in
the shop.'
"Well, I told my wife at supper
time, and she says, 'Why, Lawrie, he
used to call you the worst! You've
lost your bad name, haven't you?'
"That's a fact, wife,' says I, 'and it
ain't all I've lost in the last six months,
either. I had poverty and wretchedness, and I've lost them. I had an old
ragged coat and a shockin' tad hat,
and some water-proof boots that let
the wet out at the toes as fast as they
took it in at the heels. I've lost them.
I had a red face and a trembling hand,
and a pair of shaky legs that gave me
an awful tumble now and then. I had
a habit of cursing and swearing, and
I've got rid of that. I had an aching
head and a heavy heart, and, worse
than all the rest, a guilty conscience. I
thank God I've lost them all!'
"Then I told my wife what she had
lost. 'You had an old ragged gown,
Mary,' says I, 'and you had trouble
and sorrow, and a poor wretched
home and plenty of heartaches, for
you had a miserable drunkard for a
husband. Mary! Mary! thank the
Lord for all that you and I have lost
since I signed the Good Samaritan
Pledge!'"
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OUR YOUTH.
God Knoweth. Bast.
T h e monk planted a sapling firm and true.
Then prayed for a shower of gentle dew;
Next for the golden sunshine, warm and
bright,
And to brace its tissues a frost at night.
Though his prayers were answered, l o ! it
died—
T h e tree he thought to nurture with such
pride.
" 'Tis strange," he to his brother sadly
said.
" T h e tree you planted liveth, mine is dead.
T asked God for the shower, sun and frost
Just when I knew 'twas needed, but 'tis
lost.
So strange, when I so fully understood
T h e right conditions for its lasting good."
"T nraved not so. mv brother; always I
Trusted that God the needs would well
supply.
H e made the tree and knew when rain to
give,
Sunshine or frost to make it thrive and live.
T only prayed, 'Dear Lord, thou knowest
best
What my tree needs,' and left with him
the rest."
And thus I thought it often is with me.
T ask for sunshine at a time when he
Knows it is better far a storm to send,
T o give my soul endurance.—not to rend.
God knoweth well my needs of time and
nlace. ,
May I be daily growing in his grace.
—By Susan Tenll Perry.
God's F l o w e r s .

In the earlier periods of the world's
history, there were no flowers; but
when man was created, the shrubs
brought forth their sweetest flowers,
and the trees their large and luscious
fruit.
Why did God make these flowers?
They were created for man's special
gratification, and ever since have continued in intimate fellowship, as ministers of his highest and purest joy.
The story is told, in "The Lights
and Shadows of New York Life," of
a boy who was taken to the country
to enjoy himself. He was found
seated by a bed of spice pinks, looking
at them in an ecstacy of adoration.
"Pick some," said his cousin: "pick
as many as you want."
"Pick them!" repeated the boy.
"I'm afraid to; aren't they God's?"
Yes, little one, God's flowers, and, in
that case, yours and mine.
Flowers are God's tapestry on his
carpet of green, his angels ministering
to our joys, his thought strewn around
to make us think of him. Their mission is to give pleasure, to teach truth,
and to inspire to nobler and purer
things.
Your voiceless lips, 0 flowers, are living preachers,
Bach cup a pulpit, every leaf a book;
Supplying to my fancy numerous
teachers
From lowliest nook, \
.... ',.$•
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A lady had a window full of flowers,
all in bloom. The other day a little
girl stood shivering on the doorstep.
"Please, madam," said the girl, lifting
her shy, beautiful eyes to the face
above her, "will you give me a flower?" The lady hesitated in surprise,
because of the rare request. "Just
one little flower," pleaded the child,
looking up as if she was about to cry.
"Why, of course you shall have a
flower. Come in; you shall have a
pretty red rose;" and the good woman
looked for her scissors, and stepped to
the window where the flowers grew.
Before she had cut one, a light touch
fell on her arm.
"Not that one, please, not a red one
—that white one. Oh, won't it be
just beautiful!" and the little girl
pointed to a candidum unfolding its
lily petals.
That! The mistress of the house
shook her head. "I can not cut that
one, child. Why must you have a
white one? Why won't any flower
do?" "Oh, because—because it's for
poor mamma ;" and the child burst into
a violent fit of weeping. "Mamma is
dead, and I ran away to get her some
flowers."
•The next moment she was sobbing
on the bosom of a new friend, and
when she went away, she was comforted and she carried the precious
lily, with other flowers, to the home
where death reigned.
Ever since the Rose of Sharon and
the Lily of the Valley lay in the new
tomb of Joseph, has the grave been
sacred and sanctified. Elowers, many
flowers, were around him then—God'3
flowers.
Christ has made our last resting
place as a bed of roses. Many are the
thoughts that come to us as we enter
the lonely way of death, but to all that
love the Christ, it is but the pathway of
life, that leads to the flowers that
bloom in the paradise of God.—D.
M'Call, in the United Presbyterian.
H i s S h i e l d and B u c k l e r .

Many a rough-looking man carries
in his pocket, safe from all eyes but his
own, some memento or relic that is to
him as a shield and buckler against
the powers of evil.
A story is told of a big, burly miner
who steadily refused to join his comrades in their drinking bouts, or in any
of their revels in which evil was done.
He was not surly and morose, but he
steadfastly declined all invitations to
take part in his companion's carousals.
He was jeered at and subjected to all
sorts of annoyances, but yield he
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would not. One night, when the
revelry ran high, and many of the
man were half drunk, they declared
that "Big Joe," as he was called, simply "had to drink with them."
"I will not, boys," he said firmly.
They declared that if he did not
they would force liquor down his
throat, and then run him out of the
camp.
"You ain't no better than the rest
of us!" said one man. angrily.
"Well, why can't you join us and lie
friendly and 'sociable like, when we're
trying to have a good time ? A in '1
signed the pledge, have you?" with
a sneer.
"No, I have not signed any pledge,
boys."
"Well, boys, I'll tell you," he said.
"It's something I don't like to talkabout, but I'll tell you, but perhaps
you'll not expect nor want me to drink
with you when I've told you the truth."'
He thrust his hand down into an inside pocket in his gray flannel shirt,
and drew forth something wrapped in
an old silk handkerchief. Inside the
handkerchief was a wrapping of tissue paper, and in the paper was a little shining curl of yellow hair. Big
Joe held the curl up between his
thumb and finger, and said:
"Boys, I've got a little motherless
girl nearly 2,000 miles from here, and
that curl came from her head. I used
to drink a lot—enough to ruin my
wife's happiness, and when she was
dying I promised her that I'd never
drink another drop, and that for our
our little girl's sake I'd be a better
man, and when I left my little one
with her grandmother, I promised
them both what I'd promised my wife,
and my little girl cut this curl from
her head and gave it to me to 'remember her by,' and she said, 'Maybe it
will help you to keep your promise,
papa.' It has helped me. I've worn it
next my heart night and day, and I'll
never, never drink a drop, nor do
anything that she would be sorry to
have me do while it is there. Now
do you want me to drink with you,
boys?"
The man who threatened to have
whisky poured down Big Joe's throat
was the first to say "No," and from
that time forward he was never asked
to break his promise. His little girl's
curl of shining yellow hair was his
shield and buckler, and, with God's
help, it was to him a sure defense.—
Selected.
Without consecration there is the
form of godliness with none of the
power thereof.
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here, and we are glad to have him with us.
Oh, how we need stand by each other in
this vile world which "is not a friend to
Love Feasts.
grace, to help us on to God."
Brother J. W . Hoover had sold a secOntario.
retary and safe to the Mission at four dolNottawa, Sincoe county, Sept. 19, 20.
Waterloo, Waterloo county, Sept. 26, 27. lars each, and after settling in Toronto,
Walpole, Haldimand county, Sept. 26, 27. Ont., he wanted them and also some other
articles, back, and to replace them it cost
Markham, York county, Oct. 3, 4.
us double the price at this season of t h e
Black Creek, Welland county, Oct. 10,
year; but glory to God, we had the money;
11.
our Father is rich in gold, and the cattle
Clarence Center Erie county, N . Y., Oct.
on a thousand hills are his, hallelujah to his
17, 18.
name! Oh, how we thank God for loving
T h e Canada Joint Council will convene
hearts to give us so many good things!
at Nottawa, Simcoe county, on Sept. 17,
Mother was up to Wainfleet, and the dear
1903.
Sisters gave her six or seven dozen eggs,
Iowa.
berries, cheese, butter, and so did the
Dallas Center, Aug. 22, 23.
Clarence Center members when she was
A cordial invitation is extended to atout there. Well, praise God for a church
tend these meetings.
that has Holy Ghost members and gives to
A Harvest Meeting will be held at
the Lord's work. I spent four days the
Keefer's M. H . Lykens Valley, Pa., on
other week at Wainfleet with the brethren
August 22nd in the afternoon.
and they did not send me away empty.
They paid my fare and said I should come
Buffalo M i s s i o n .
again. I sometimes think perhaps I don't
say enough about the many gifts given,
Report for the months of June and July:
such
as butter, eggs, potatoes, apples, berWilliam Keely, Philadelphia, Pa., $2 00
ries, honey, cheese, cherries, bed clothes
Mary Kauffman, New Cumberland,
Pa.,
2 00
and other tokens of love. Well, praise God
Sister Whitmer, New Cumberfor the cash in hand. Come again; the
land, Pa.,
1 00
oftener
the better we like it. W e will try
Elias Good, Manchester, Pa., . . . .
2 00
to entertain you all right.
Jacob Sider, Stevensville. Ont., . .
50
Jonas Winger, Stevensville, Ont.,.
I 00
Oh, are there not some called of God to
Harvey Fry, Abilene, Kans., . . . . .
1 00
give their life to this work? A t ConferD. L. Gish, Buffalo (for b o a r d ) . . .
3 00
ence I saw so many dear young brethren
Howard
Berry,
Buffalo
(for
board),
200
and sisters and I must wonder what is t h e
Mira Bitner, Mulgrave, Ont., . . . .
I 00
matter that we cannot have some sisters
Christian Sider, Perry Station,
Ont.,
2 00 here? Oh, do consecrate your lives. You
have no doubt received him—the Holy
Lafayette Sholtz, Forks Road,
Ont.,
1 00 Ghost—but you have not consecrated your
Mable Geiger, Stevensville, Ont.,.
50
life to the leadings of the Spirit of God.
Maggie Geiger, Stevensville, Ont.,
50
Dear ones, pray o n ; we hope for better
Howard
Berry,
Buffalo
(for
times. Jesus will soon come.
board)
8 00
D. L. Gish, Buffalo (for b o a r d ) . . .
6 00
Yours in him,
J. W . Hoover, Toronto. Ont., (for
J. H . AND C. A. MYERS.
furniture repurchased),
800
25 Hawley St., Buffalo, N. Y.
July 31, 1003.
Total
$41 50

CHURCH

To SUBSCRIBERS :—Our terms are cash in
advance.
2. W h e n writing to have your address
changed, be sure to give both old and new
address.
3. T h e date on the printed label will
show to subscribers when their subscription expires.

VISITOR
WORK.

EXPENSES:

Groceries, meat, trolley-fare, ice
and coal oil (June)
$13 40
Groceries., meat, trolley-fare, ice,
sundries ( J u l y ) ,
1279
S gals, coal oil,
60
1 table for the dining-room
3 00
Secretary for use of the Mission,. .
7 00
Side board for use of the Mission,
6 00

A n A p p e a l for W o r k e r s .

By request and consent of Brother and
Sister Myers, now in charge of the Buffalo
Mission and wishing to be relieved of their
A Very lfull Concordance,containing
over
40,000 References;
History and Summary
charge at that place, we would kindly
of the Books of the Bible;
Historical,
invite those who feel themselves called of
Chronological Tables; New Subject
index
the Lord for active mission work and are
to the Bible; a Dictionary
of
Scripture
Total
$42 79 willing to consecrate themselves unto the
Proper Names, with their
Pronunciation
Lord, for sacrifice and service for the good
July 31, 1903 Balance on hand, . . $108 00
and meaning; Tables of Miracles, Parables,
of his cause and the salvation of the poor
Etc.
Dear readers of the VISITOR: Your
misdirected and lost of this wicked city, to
humble servants at the little Mission church correspond with the undersigned, who will
T h e binding is E x t r a French Seal, Divinof Buffalo, New York State, come with
ity Circuit, Round Corners, Red under
cheerfully answer all questions of importthe report of the finances as received and
Gold Edges, Flexible Back, L E A T H E R
ance relating to the above work.
LINED.
paid out as near t o the account as we can.
D. V. H E I S E .
Address EVANGELICAL VISITOR,
W e report all cash given for the Mission
Clarence Center, N. Y.
Harrisburg, P a .
if not forgotten. Often it is said, "use it
»» .
• m *
Church Dedication.
for-what you need it." Well, praise God,
Our City Mission*.
we realize the words of divine truth, that
The Brethren in the Waterloo, Ont., disit
is more blessed to give than to receive,
Philadelphia, 3423 N . Second street, in
trict have built a new meeting-house in
bless
his
dear
name
for
evermore.
charge of Brother Peter Stover and Sister
Wilmot Township, near New Dundee,
Stover.
Some don't understand about the board
which, known as the Rosebank church, w a s
Buffalo, N . Y., Mission, 2S Hawley
money received. Brother D. L. Gish has
dedicated for divine worship on Sunday,
street, in charge of Brother j . H . and
been making his home with us for some
July 19, 1903. F o r many years the work
Sister Catie A. Myers.
time and spends his time in Bible study,
has been hindered in this place for want of
Chicago Mission, 5956 Peoria
street.
In charge of Brother and Sister B. Bru- preparing for mission work. God bless
a suitable place of worship. Last Fall,
baker, Sisters Anna and Sarah Bert and
h i m ; he has been a help to us in the work;
however, it was laid heavily on the hearts
Brother G. C. Cress, pastor.
don't criticise his stay here in a preparatory
of a few Brethren that the time had come
Des Moines, Iowa, Mission, Second and
study of the word, but pray for him and for a forward move in that direction. Like
Grand streets. Church, Thirteenth and
all our dear ones who are called and others
in the building of the second temple, " t h e
University ave. I n charge of Bro. J. R. and
looking that way. Brother Howard Berry
Sister Anna
Zook.
Residence,
1226
poeple had a mind to work." Plans were
Eleventh street, N .
is working in the city and makes his home
laid, and funds, material and labor were
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freely given, or provided for. T h e result
is a neat'but plain white brick edifice 30x40
feet with stone basement with cement floor.
The work done reflects great credit on both
masons, carpenters and painters by its substantial and well-finished character.
The dedicatory services were conducted
by Elder Charles Baker, of Nottawa, and
Brother F. Elliott, of Richmond Hill, who
cheerfully responded to our invitation.
T h e morning service was opened by Elder
John Wildfong with singing and prayer.
Brother F. Elliott then read two suitable
Psalms, and chose as a text the transfiguration scene—Matt. xvii. chapter, followed by a few closing remarks by Brother
Charles Baker, who then proceeded to
formally dedicate the building according \o
the direction in Church Government. In
the afternoon Brother Elliott spoke on
John iii. 1-16. Brother Baker preached in
German at the evening service from 1.
Tim. iii. 15, 16. The house was well-filled
at each service with an attentive audience.
A free-will offering was taken up, which
was liberally
responded to. W e feel
thankful to those who have stood by us so
manfully in this work, and trust God will
bless the work with his divine benediction.
J O H N WILDFONG.

Hespelcr,

Ont.

E l e c t i o n of Church. Officers.
T h e church was requested to pray that
the Lord would send laborers into the harat Valley Chapel, Stark county, O.
After
about three months the ballots were taken
for a minister and deacon. On July 26th the
ballots were counted and the choice fell on
Brother Aaron Betchtel for minister, and
Emmanuel D. Bechtel for deacon. May
God bless these brethren and qualify them
so to fill these offices that his holy name
may be glorified and the church be edified
and prosper. These are both responsible
offices, but offer great reward if properly
filled.
In an election which was held in the
Silverdale, Pa., district on Sunday, August 2d, Brother Fred K. Bowers was
elected to the ministry and Brother Henry
F. Rosenberger a deacon.
A L e t t e r f r o m Bro. Stover.
I feel constrained to write a few lines
for T H E VISITOR, seeing God has been so
good and kind to us here at the Mission.
W e feel to encourage our dear ones from
far and near, as many have been here at
our little Mission who have greatly encouraged us. W e have much to thank and
praise God for when we consider what great
things he is doing here for us, seeing we
have just received four converts who
were baptized on July 5th, and still God's
hand is in the work; we have again one of
our dear little scholars who is just twelve
years old who feels she must become
obedient to her Lord. She feels she must
take this plain way and must wear this
modest apparel and wishes to follow her
Lord and Master in the ordinance of baptism, which will take place August 9th, the
Lord willing.
And now, as I have stated, I would plead
with all those who are interested and
anxious to help to pay off the debt of the
Lord's house which is only the small sum

of $110, which will include everything.
Wtm't you all kindly accept this as from
the Lord? For as the word says we should
owe no man anything, and I feel we should
try and get everything out of the way,
hoping and trusting this plea will not be in
vain. I have written to every Elder in the
brotherhood—that includes every State,
also Canada; so you may know that I am
making every effort to pay off this small
debt. I have only asked the small amount
of five cents from each Brother and Sister.
This has been quite a task for me to write
all these letters, so I hope and trust that
God's blessing will go with this and also
rest upon our Brothers and Sisters everywhere, hoping to hear from all soon.
So much from, your brother,
PETER STOVER.

3423 N. Second

St., Phila.,

Pa.

A W o r d of Praise for t h e Lord.
I am so glad in this morning's hour that
I can say I am a sinner saved by grace.
And am also glad for rising from one
stage of glory into another. T h e truths of
God's word are getting more precious to
me from day to day. I feel to express my
testimony with the author of this hymn.
" H o w well I remember, in sorrow's dark
night,
The lamp of his word shed its beautiful
light;
And sweet was the voice of the comforter
then,
Awakening new praises again and again.
"Before me the towers of Jerusalem rise,
Each day I am nearing my home in the
skies;
My Savior a mansion of joy will prepare,
And loved ones are waiting to welcome me
there."
For, "whosoever shall call on the name
of the Lord shall be saved." H o w glad
should we be that the Lord is rich in mercy
unto all them that call upon him. Praise
his dear name.
"Beloved, now are we the sons of God,
And it doth not yet appear what we shall
b e : but we know that when he shall appear, we shall be like h i m ; for we shall see
him as he is."
"And every man that hath this hope in
him purifieth himself, even as he is pure."
(I. John iii. 2-3.)
Your brother in Christ,
H . S. A.
Philadelphia,
Pa.
A Visit to Brown County, Kans.
T h e undersigned took in the love feast at
Brown county, Kans., May 30-3lst. It occurred at the time of the destructive floods
in Kansas and Missouri. There were nine
present from Dickinson county and elsewhere. T h e love feast was very small
owing to bad condition of the roads
caused by the unusual excessive rains.
Elder Jacob N. Engle and Brother Benjamin Gish were the official Brethren from
a distance. Owing to washouts, etc., along
the railroads, the strangers were detained
for a week beyond the time of their intended leaving. In the meantime they held
nightly meetings, when at all possible, <-.t
the M. H . and elsewhere, with good attendance, considering the inconvenience of
travel. W e also visited most of the Breth-
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ren and Sisters, as well as others. Brother
Anthony Heise kindly took us around to a
number of places. It is needless to say we
were cordially and kindly received as well
as hospitably entertained by the Brethren
and Sisters in general.
The conditions in Kansas City not being
inviting, the writer did not return for a
number of weeks later. H e busied himself
selling Bibles, hoeing, haying, etc., thus removing suspicions of his laziness, which
some seemed to have entertained from reports of
strangers—not
Brethren
or
Sisters.
T h e Brethren and Sisters in
Brown county work pretty harmoniously
together, though some differences in respect to certain phases of the higher Christian life obtain. This is nothing new to
Brethren and Sisters in Kansas, as elsewhere. Time, agitation, education, Bible
study, human frailty, etc., etc., will help
clear away the mists more and more as we
grow in years, in grace and in k n o w l e d g e knowledge of ourselves, as well as knowledge of Jesus and his sublime character.
Certain who know the way, but claim to
stumble at inconsistencies of some Christian professors—A POOR EXCUSE—seem to
be drawing back. It is to be feared they
shun the cross, and love the things of this
present world more, else they would not
let anything stand between them and God.
After all, the question of our relationship
with God

is so ETERNAL and

INDIVIDUAL a

matter, that it's too puerile to blame others
for our not making peace with Christ, or
for lack of service to him.
The meetings are held pretty orderly, but
once in a while there comes in a person
who endeavors to "stir things up." Brethren should be careful of noisy agitators
who are unsettled in their ways. The tidalwave of fanaticism, as witnessed a few
years ago, has almost all ebbed away. Now
it is to be hoped there will not be a settling down in the flesh—in form without
power—for it makes no difference
to
Satan how he gets our eyes off of Jesus,
whether by being too fast or too slow. "
The Brethren here conduct Bible readings weekly, two of which I had the
privilege of leading. If we would study the
Bible more for Christian
development,
growth in grace, increase in holiness and
knowledge, and so-called holiness literature
less, we would not get so befogged on these
questions. T h e one is God-made; the
other man-made. Why is there such lack
of spiritual power and vitality among the
Brethren, and why are some so susceptible
to false teaching? Is it not because both
ministers and members devote more time
to other (unnecessary) things than they do
to their spiritual interests? I had the
privilege of visiting every family. I presume there are not more than 25 members
altogether. I was treated cordially, hospitably, brotherly—without an
exception.
Samuel B. Stoner and Christian Haldeman
are the ministering Brethren. Both have
had their share of testing, sufficient to
show what's in them. Brother Stoner is
young in the ministry, but has already
given a good account of himself in his life,
actions and good behavior under various
trials. If he puts his whole trust in the
Lord, which is to be hoped he will, he may
be useful in the Lord's hand to be a blessing in his ministry to others.
Little things are one of the essentials of
the Christian life—or anything else for
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that matter. It is said of John W a n a maker of Philadelphia, that he is the merchant prince and useful man that he is, by
paying attention to details—the little things.
I was forcefully reminded of this in Brother
Elliott's article in T H E VISITOR of May 1st,
p. 5, from which I quote: " T h e little
things how much they mean in a lifetime!
* * * O, for willingness to expose our
hearts to the great searchlight of the Holy
Spirit, and let him show us all the H I D D E N S P R I N G S of selfishness, envy, covetousness, self-esteem, love of honor
and
position, lack of sympathy and love, and all
the other elements of human pervesity that
lurk there! Yea, let even those who claim
deliverance from those things be careful
that the 'Pharisee spirit' is not in evidence
by feeling a sense of superiority over those
struggling ones, who represent the . majority of God's children." Yes, Brother
Elliott, for one I have great need to heed
these injunctions; because the longer I live
the more I discover how much of such
things lurk in my heart. I certainly am
under great obligations to the Holy Spirit
for disclosing my condition to me. In
fact, Ps. exxxix. 23, 24 ought to be my constant prayer, and I hope it will be.
A sinner saved by grace, in hope of his
coming.

breathes, his spirit has fled and the body
can not live without the spirit, but the
spirit lives without the body because the
spirit is the power that quickens the body.
" N o w you bury that body (lump of
clay) but remember you do not bury the
spirit because the spirit is life and life cannot be buried. For instance, when you
plant your corn you put it into the ground,
but it springs forth because there is a
germ of life there."
T h e above is a very forcible argument in
the native language, and as it is spoken by
one who was one of them living as they
live, but now blessedly saved and quickened by the Holy Ghost. Another, a blessed
ly saved witch doctor, who gave us his bag
of bones with which he no doubt was the
cause of the death of more than one, now
on Sundays he is always with us and speaks
with much power and unction, and when
he speaks particularly of his witchcraft,
and how wonderfully God saved him,
souls are pricked to their hearts as in the
days of Stephen. W e give these instances
only to the glory of God and to him do we
ascribe it all. Sincerely we desire your
faithful prayers in behalf of the salvation
of the lost of earth with a God bless you
to all.
W e are yours seeking the lost,
ISAAC O. AND A. ALICE L E H M A N .

I. J. R A N S O M .
For

MISSIONARY.
For

the

God's H a r v e s t Field.
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A L e t t e r from S o u t h Africa.
ROODEPORT,

TRANSVAAL,

SOUTH AFRICA, July 6, 1903.

Dear Editor and Readers of the

the EVANGELICAL VISITOR.

Visitor:

"Blessed are they which hunger and
thirst after righteousness for they shall be
filled" (satisfied). W e are glad for the
many precious promises of God, and it is
blessed to see how abundantly he will ful- fill them in behalf of the heathen. This
writing finds us busy giving the bread of
life to the thousands of heathen who come
here to the mines to work. W e find th-it
this place provides us with great opportunities because there are so many tribes
represented here. Perhaps you would like
to know how we find the work at this place.
Having now just about finished one year
here we feel that we are quite unable to
fully reveal to you the vastness of the opportunities for mission work in these
mines, and the work as we find it is satisfactory.
These native compounds which
have
from eight hundred to several thousand
in each, are the devil's hot-beds of evil of
the deepest dye, and right here is where
God sends us with his message of full salvation, holding open-air meetings each Sunday.
. There are generally a number of converts who go along with us. One young
man who was blessedly anointed by the
Holy .Ghost was much used of God in giving the God-inspired messages. One special feature of his messages was to make
plain to his fellow brethren the fact that
when a man dies that he is still in existence. H e asks them how they know that
a man is dead. "Just look," he says, "you
still see his hands, eyes, etc., but how do
you know he is dead? H e no longer

" T h e harvest truly is plenteous, but the
laborers are few," are words which embody
a truth which but very few people consider
in this age of hurry and rush. That the
harvest about which we speak is great cannot be denied. Year after year passes on
and many millions of sheaves are wasting
on the plains; and not only that, but the
harvest increases. Over 1900 years have
passed into history since the Master said,
"Say not ye there are yet four months and
then cometh harvest? Behold, I say unto
you. Lift up your eyes and look on the
fields; for they are white already to harvest." If these words thus spoken by
Jesus at that remote time were true then,
what must they be in our day? Considering these words in connection with what the
great Apostle Paul wrote to
Timothy,
much of the harvest has and is being
wasted; therefore the words of
Christ
should come to us with more force to-day
than to the people of that day. In view
of I I . Tim. iii. 13, the harvest must be
alarmingly great to-day. If during all
these 1900 years the world has been growing worse and worse, as the Apostle puts
it, then what must it be to-day?
What
must it be? Have we time enough to stop
amidst the clamor and rush of our daily
duties to contemplate the greatest problem of the day? If so what will our answer
be? In contemplating this great problem shall we be found at our posts of dutv?
Or shall we be found going down that
great stream which empties into destruction and perdition? Which? Are we today concerned more about the harvest
which brings in plenty of wheat and corn
and dollars and cents? W h i c h ?
Oh
brother, which? Jesus says that the harvest
is ivhite and great, but—but the laborers
where are they? Jesus says that they are
few. W h y ? Because God's so-called children have not yet obeyed their Master's
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command—"Lift up your eyes, look on the
fields." How many are looking that way?
Very, very few indeed, otherwise the laborers would be more. N o one of God's children can look on the harvest field very long
until the Master will give him such a
longing to see the sheaves gathered that he
will soon be a laborer himself. Oh, my
dear friends, could you see the harvest as
God sees it, you would be startled and
spring to your feet and say, " W h e r e are
w e ? " " W h a t are we doing?" Could you"
see these thousands, yea, millions of
dusky-faced Africans rushing hell-ward
with a soul as well as you, you would perhaps be more concerned about them.
Here we are, placed amidst thousands
upon thousands of these people within only
one short line of sixty miles. W h a t are
we among these many, many people?
Though we may speak to hundreds, and
even reach the thousands, yet there remains
a vast number whom we cannot reach.
W h o will be responsible for these lost opportunities at the great judgment
day?
Think ye that this gold was placed in a
healthful spot like this by chance? Nay
verily. But God in his allwise providence
placed it here so that all these native tribes
may come here and learn about the simple
story of our Redeemer, without the white
missionary being exposed to all the deadly
disease of a fever district. Shall we pass
by all these precious opportunities? And
when will we hear the cries of these natives? H e r e or at the judgment day when
it is too late? D o we want to go down
with these souls into the pit and have them
blame us throughout all eternity for not
telling them?
Dear brother or sister, what is your
answer to these many questions, starir ;
you in the face?
" W h e r e are the reapers?
Oh who will come
And share in the glory
Of the harvest home.''
Oh who will help us,
T o garner in
T h e sheaves of the good,
F r o m the fields of sin?
J. O. LEHMAN.

New Primrose, G. M. C,
Germiston, S. A.
June

V), 1903.
A d d r e s s e s of M i s s i o n a r i e s .

Africa.
Brother and Sister H. P . Steigerwald;
Sister H. Frances Davidson; Brother
Levi and Sister Emma Doner, Matoppo
Mission, Bulowayo, South Africa.
Brother and Sister Isaac O. Lehman,
Roodeport, Transvaal, South Africa.
Brother and Sister Jesse R. Eyster, Fordsburg, Box. 116, Transvaal, South Africa.
Brother J. O. and Sister Mary C. Lehman,
New Primrose, G. M. Co., Germiston,
South Africa.
India.
D. W. Zook and wife; Sister
Amanda
Zook; Sister Anna H e r r
Sparrow;
Brother Josiah and Sister Rhoda Z. Martin, Purunia, Bankura district, Bengal,
India.
Sister Elmina Hoffman, Kedgeon, Poona
district, Ramabai Home, India.
Central
America.
Brother and Sister J. G. Cassel, Box 74,
Guatamala, Central America.
Sister Martha Hoffman,
San
Salvador,
Salvador, Central America.
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The Church and The World.
Selected

by S.

Markley.

The Church and the World walked far
apart
On the changing shore of time;
T h e World was singing a giddy song,
And the Church a hymn sublime.
"Come, give me your hand," said the merry
World,
"And walk with me this way,"
But the good Church hid her snowy hand,
And solemnly answered—"Nay.
" I will not give thee my hand at all,
And will not walk with you;
Your way is the way of eternal death,
And your words are all untrue."
"Nay, walk with me a little space,"
Said the World with a kindly air,
" T h e road I walk is a pleasant road,
And the sun shines always t h e r e ;
"Your

way is narrow and thorny and
rough,
While mine is flowery and smooth;
Your lot. is sad with reproach and toil,
But in rounds of joy I move,
My way, you can see, is a broad, fair one,
And my gate is high and wide;
There is room enough for you and me,
And we'll travel side by side."
Half

shyly t h e Church approached the
World,
And gave him her hand of snow ;
And the false World grasped it, and walked
along,
And whispered in accents low,
"Your dress is too simple to please my
taste;
I have gold and pearls to wear;
Rich velvets and silks for your graceful
form,
And diamonds to deck your hair."
The

Church looked down at her plain
white robes,
And then at the dazzling World,
And blushed as she saw his handsome lip,
With a smile contemptuous curled.
" I will change my dress for a costlier one,"
Said the Church with a smile of grace;
Then her pure white garments drifted
away,
And the World gave in their place
Beautiful satins, and shining silks,
And roses and gems and p e a r l s ;
And over her forehead her bright hair fell
Waving in a thousand curls.
"Your house is too plain," said the proud,
bold World,
"Let me build you one like mine,
With kitchen for feasting and parlor for
play,
And furniture never so fine."
So he built her a costly and beautiful
house—
Splendid it was to behold;
H e r sons and her daughters met frequently
there,
Shining in purple and gold.
And fair and festival—frolics untold,
Were held in the place of prayer;
And maidens bewitching as sirens of old—
With world-winning graces rare.
Bedecked with fair jewels and hair all
curled,
Untrammeled by Gospel or Laws,
T o beguile and amuse and win from the
World
Some help for the righteous cause.
T h e Angel of Mercy rebuked the Church,
And whispered, "I know thy sin;"
Then the Church looked sad, and anxiously
longed
T o gather her children in.
But some were away at the midnight ball,
And others were at the play;
And some were drinking in gay saloons,
And the Angel went away.
Then said the World in soothing tones,
"Your loved ones mean no harm—
Merely indulging in innocent sports,"
So she leaned on his proffered arm.
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She

smiled and chatted, and gathered
flowers
And walked along with the W o r l d ;
While countless millions of precious souls
To the horrible pit were hurled!
"Your preachers are all too old and plain,"
Said the gay World with a sneer;
"They frighten my children with dreadful
tales,
Which I do not like them to hear.
"The Father is merciful, great and good,
Loving and tender and kind;
Do you think he'd take one child to heaven,
And leave another behind?"
So she called for pleasing and gay divines—
Deemed gifted, and great, and learned;
And the plain old men that preached the
Cross
W e r e out of her pulpits turned.
"You give too much to the poor," said the
^ World,
" F a r more than you ought to d o ;
Though the poor need shelter, food and
clothes, .
W h y thus need it trouble y o u ? "
So the poor were turned from the door in
scorn,
She heard not the orphans' cry;
And she drew her beautiful robes aside
As the widows went weeping by.
And they of the Church, and they of
World.
Walked closely, hand and heart,
And none but the Master, who knoweth
Could discern the two apart.
Then the Church sat down at her ease
said,
" I ' m rich, and in goods increased;
I have need of nothing, and naught to
But to laugh and dance and feast."

the
all,
and
do,

T h e sly World heard her and laughed
within,
And mockingly said aside,
" T h e Church has fallen—the beautiful
Church—
H e r shame is her boast and pride."
Then the Angel drew near the mercy-seat,
And whispered in sighs her name,
And the saints their anthems of rapture
hushed,
And covered their heads with shame.
There is a great temptation to excuse
your sins to yourself. None of your excuses are such as you would dare to offer on
the Day of Judgment. Instead of excusing your sins and trying to palliate them,
strive earnestly to break off from them.
Make the resolute attempt upon the very
first sin to which you are tempted. Set
yourself against sin, and call for the Spirit's
power to help you conquer it. Conversion
means renouncing of sin, and no one has
even begun to serve Christ until he has declared war upon his favorite appetites and
lusts and passions.—Rev. T. L. Cuyler.
E i n Brief aus B e u t s c h l a n d .
Osier Hoist, Kr Tondern,

Germany,

Juli 17, /ppsHerzligen Grusz an alle

die lieben Le-

ser des E V A N G E U S H E N BESUCHERS.

"Ich

will dich unterweisen, und dir den Weg
zeigen, den du wandelm sollst: ich will dich
mit meinen Augen leiten," Die Wahrheit
dieser Verheisung habe ich wahrend tneiner Reisze erfahren. Durch Gottes gatige
F a n n i n g bin ich wohlbehalten in der alten
Heimat angekommen.
Am 27 Mai segelte ich von New York auf
dem Dampfer "Majestic" nach England.
BruderZook von Des. Moines war so freundlich mich nach New York zu begleiten,
und nahmen Abshied in der Hoffnung,
bald wieder in der Arbeit des Herrn vereinigt zu werden.
Es waren 1400 Passagiere auf dem Shiffe,
zum grosztentcils Irrlander, die ihre alte
Heimat besuchen wolten. Ich hatte eine

Kabine zusammen mit einem Juden, einem
Spiritisten und einem Methodisten. Der
H e r r gab mir Gnade far die Wahrheit zu
zeugen. Sonst glaub ich waren einige
Christen auf dem Schiffe, auch u n t e r d e n
Katholichen waren etliche die Jesum lieb
hatten.
E s war schones Wetter wahrend der ganzen Reise. Am sexten Tage erreichten wir
Queenstown, Irrland, wo ein kleiner Dampfer die Passagiere abholte die nach Irrland
wollten. Die folgende Nacht ankerte der
Dampfer bei Liverpool, und den nachten
Morgen gingen wir ans Land. Ich n a h m
den ersten Zug nach Bristol, wo ich die
Waisenhauser die George Mailer grandete,
besuchte. Dort werden beinahe 2000 Waisen-kinder versorgt. Die notigen Mittel
sendet der H e r r in erhorung glaubigen Gebets. " O farchtet den H e r r n , ihr seine
Heiligen, den die ihn farchten haben keinen M a n g e l . " Psalm 34:10.
George Mailer entschlief vor einigen Jabren im 93 Lebensjahre. Ein einfacher Stein
deutet an wo dieser Glaubensheld r u h t ; der
am Ende seines Lebens bekonnen konnte,
dasz er in den letzten 6c Jahren kcinen T a g
erlebt hatte, da er nicht Zugang zum Gnadenthron gehabt hatte.
Von Bristol reiste ich nach London, wo
ich nur einen halben Tag blieb, und segelte
dann yon Harwich nach Hamburg. Da die
Nord See sehr unruhig war, wurden wir
alle seekrank. Ich konnte erst die Kabine
verlassen, als das Schiff in H a m b u r g geankert war. Es war mit dankbarem Herzen
zu Gott, das ich wieder deutshen Boden
betrat. Vor sieben Jahren reizte ich nach
America, ohne Gott und Hoffnung in der
Welt, jetzt k a m ich wieder m i t dem kostlichsten aller Schatze, die Gewissheit, das
der H e r r Jesus Christus mein Heiland und
Erloser ist.
H a m b u r g ist eine der grosten Handelsstfldte Deutsch-lands, und hat ungefahr
ein Million Einwohner. I n dieser Stadt
hat meine Schwester ein christliches Pf legeheim far alte Damen. Die besuchte ich
zuerst, und fand auch meine Mutter da.
Wir fielen auf unsere Kniee, und d a n k t e n
Gott f«r das frohe Wiedersehen.
I n dieser Zeit bin ich in meinem Geburtsorte, nahe der Danishen Grenze. E s ist
ein kleines Dorf mit 400 Einwohnern. Da
diese Provinz fraher zu Donemark gehorte,
wird noch immer Danich gesprochen. Wir
haben eine Lutherishe Kirche und ein Missions-haus bier. In dem letzten rede ich
Sonntags zu der Sonntag Schule, und bin
ich froh, das auch hier in Deutschland
viele Kinder den Herrn lieben.
Kirche und Staat stehen in einem unmittelbaren Verhaltniss zu einander. In den
offentlichen Schulen wird Lutherisher Religions- unterricht erteilt. Sonst herrst aber
voile Glaubens und Religions freiheit. Da
die Kinder als klein getauft werden, und
somit der Kirche einverleibt, giebt es viele
Namen Christen in Deut; chland. Dennoch
h a t es nicht gefehlt an treue Zeugen, wie
Luther, F r a n k e , Graf Zinzendorf und andere, die, wie Paulus, den gekreuztigten Christ u m gepredigt haben.
Die Kirche die den "Bradern in Christo"
am nachten k o m m t ist die " M o r a v i a n s " .
Diese Gemeinschaft wurde 1457 in Btfhmen
gegrandet, und als sie um ihres Glaubens
willen yerfolgt wurden, nahm sie Graf Zinzindorf in Sachsen auf. Noch bis zum 19
Jahrhundert haben sie Fasse gewashen und
begrassen sich immer noch mit dem Friedens Kuss.

h
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Die Bauern sind jetzt mit der H e u e r n t e
beshaftigt.
Roggen, Buchweizen, Hafer
und Gerste wird hier gezogen. Das Getreide wird erst im September reif. Es sind
meistens Americanische Machinen, die hier
gebraucht werden.. Die Arbeiter bekommen
wenig Lohn, inwssen sich darum auch sehr
einschranken, was manchmal ganz gut ist:
sie konnen nicht viel S?<sess essen, wie in
America, sind darum auch ges?<nder.
Ich gedenke, so Gott will, in September
zurwck zukehren. Bald werden wir alle unser
PMgershaft auf Erden vollenden, und die Heimat dort oben erreichen, wo mit den Erlosten aus alien Volkern, wir Gott und dem
Lamme lobsingen werden in alle Ewigkeit.
Dorthin hilf uns Gott um Seines Namens
Willen. Amen.
MAX M A H W R .

OBITUARIES.
WINGER.—Died, on July 28, in Bertie,
of whoopingcough, Norman Winger, aged
3 months and 3 days. Funeral was held
on Thursday afternoon in the Brethrens'
M. H., at Black Creek. It was conducted
by A. Bearss from Luke xx. 36, "Neither
can they die any more, &c." A large assembly of sympathizing friends attended.
Interment in adjoining cemetery.
HEISEY.—Died, at the home of his
uncle in EHzabethtown, Pa., very suddenly,
on Sunday morning, August 3, 1903, Harry
N. Heisey, son of Brother and Sister David Heisey, of near EHzabethtown, Pa.,
aged 27 years, 10 months and 28 days.
Funeral service, conducted by Elder Aaron
Martin, John Wolgemuth and Jacob Martin, was held on the 5th inst., attended by a
large concourse of people, at the Conoy M.
H . Text, Matt. xxiv. 44.
WEAVER.—Died, last Winter, of scarlet fever, three children of Benjamin and
Malissa Weaver, of Ridgway, Ont., aged
9, 5 and 2 years respectively. A memorial
service conducted by A. Bearss was held
Sabbath afternoon, July 26, 1903, at the old
Mennonite M. H., Sherkston, Ont., attended by many sympathizing friends, in memory of the dead and comforting of the parents in their severe trial through which
they passed. The whole family of five
children were sick and now only the two
oldest are left. Text, Luke xx. 36.
STEWART.—Sister
Fanny
Stewart,
daughter of Brother and Sister Jacob G.
Stewart, near Baker's Summit, Pa., died
May 18, 1903, aged 17 years. She had been
washing when her clothing took fire and
before it could be extinguished she was
fatally burned. She lingered in agony for
a few hours when death ended her sufferings. She was converted not more than
two months before, and was baptized and
united with the Brethren in Christ church
just seven weeks before her death. This
-was indeed a sad death, but we mourn not
as those who have no hope. May God
bless and comfort those who mourn.
G O C H E N A U R — D i e d , near Rowenna,
Lancaster county, Pa., July I, 1903, Sister
Lizzie B. Gochenaur, aged 43 years, 8
months and 23 days. Sister Gochenaur was
baptized about 14 years ago. She was a sufferer for many years and spent the last 6
months at the hospital in Lancaster where
she died. H e r father died about 6 years
ago. Her mother with 2 sisters and 2
brothers are left to mourn their loss which
we hope is her gain. Funeral took place
on July 4, at Reich's M. H., and was conducted by Bro. J. N. Martin and the Lutheran minister. Text Job xiv. 14. Interment
in adjoining cemetery.
HOFFMAN.—Brother
Samuel
Hoffman was born February 21, 1816, and died
July 30, 1903, aged 87 years, 5 months and
9 days. Funeral at Cross Roads on August 3, 1903, conducted by Elder Aaron
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Martin, Abram Z. Hess and Jonas Mumma. Text, Isaiah iii. 9, 10.
Brother Hoffman was converted some
fifty years ago and joined the Brethren
and was a father in Israel. H e was married to Anna Lenhart, a daughter of Bro.
George Lenhart. They were blessed with
ten children of whom six survive, all in
Kansas. Also sixteen grand
children.
Father Hoffman was a good example in
plainness which sorry to say, the church
is fast losing. Our loss is his gain.

[August is, 1903.
LONG.—Brother R. P. Long was born
March 27, 1847, and died in Chicago, 111.,
February 20, 1903, aged 55 years, 10 months
and 23 days. H e was sick but eight or ten
days and was considered out of danger, but
took a sudden relapse and passed away
rather unexpectedly. H e was married to
Barbara Shock, of Lancaster county in the
year 1869. T o this union were born two
very bright little girls, both of which and
mother preceded him to the spirit world
many years ago. Later he married a
widow by the name of Mrs. Mitchell, who
was a member of the Christian church.
They lived very happily together until death
separated them. Brother Long was converted when young and united with the
Brethren and ever since lived a' conscientious life. H e was buried at Indianapolis,
Ind. Services were conducted by Elder
Andrews, of the Christian church. H e
leaves widow, three brothers, T. A., W . H.,
J. M. and one sister, Mrs. John Hayen, to
mourn their loss. His disease was appendicitis.

LANGDON.—Mary C. Langdon, daughter of Joseph S. and Harriet H . Zook, was
born in Chambersburg, Franklin Co., Pa.,
April 10, 1871, and died of typhoid fever at
Victor, Col., December 18, 1902, and was
buried in Highland cemetery, at Junction
City, Kans.
She had been ill for several weeks of typhoid fever and in spite of the fact that
she had the very best of medical attendance and nursing, it was impossible to
stay the dread hand of death. On Saturday it was thought she would recover, but
it was not to be and she quietly and painSHOCKEY.—Nancy Welty Shockey was
lessly passed away soon after nightfall on
born in Adams county, Pa., April 20, 1815;
Sunday evening.
died in Abilene, Kans., at the home of her
Mrs. Langdon left a husband and daugh- . son, Brother Isaac Shockey, August 3,
ter to survive her. She was 32 years of
1903, aged 88 years, 3 months and 13 days.
age and formerly lived in Abilene, Kans.
She was married March 17, 1835, to Elias
Mr. Langdon and daughter have the symShockey, of Washington county, Maryland,
pathy of a host of friends.
at which place she lived during her entire
married life of 51 years. She was the
mother of six children, three daughters
TRABER.—Rosa K. , wife of Charles
and three sons of whom three are living,
Traber, was born at Leimersbauch, W u r Benjamin, of Waynesboro, P a . ; Isaac, of
temburg, Germany, October 25, 1874. She
Abilene, Kans., and Mrs. Mary Shank, of
emigrated to this country twelve years ago
Navarre, Kans. The other children died
and settled in Philadelphia where she lived
while young. Sister Shockey came to Kanever since. She died in the hospital after
sas in 1888 and resided here most of the
suffering for eighteen weeks intense pains
time, although she had taken several trips
at times, on July 7, 1903, aged 28 years, 8
back to her old home and stayed a. few
months and 12 days. One son preceded
years. She was converted to Christ when
her three years in death. She leaves a husabout 17 years old and continued faithful
band, (father and mother, one sister and one
in the service of the Master for 71 years,
step-brother are in Germany) Bro. Jacob K.
and proved by her daily life that there is a
Bowers, of Trappe, Pa., and Bro. Fred K.
reality in the service of the Living God,
Bowers of Souderton, Pa., Mrs. Louisa Coas she likewise showed by her precept and
tilla, of Philadelphia, Pa. Funeral services
example to everyone with whom she came
were held at the residence of Bro. Fred.
in contact. She had cheering words for all
K. Bowers, and the Silverdale M. H . conand her admonition to many to serve the
ducted by the brethren S. H . Rosenberger
Living God will not soon be forgotten by
and Elder J. B. Detwiler. Text, St. John
many whose privilege it was to know her.
xix. 19-30. Interment in adjoining cemeThe funeral service August 5 was largely
tery.
attended. Elder J. N. Engle and Rev. M.
L. Hoffman preached very interesting serKENSINGER.—Died, at Clover Creek,
mons that may encourage us all to a higher
Pa., June 7. 1903, Mary M. Kensinger, aged
Christian life.—Reflector.
21 years and 27 days. Deceased was the
daughter of Bro. George Kensinger and
leaves beside her father three brothers and
D U T C H E R —Anna Elizabeth Zook was
three sisters to mourn for her departure as
born at Chambersburg, Pa., February 19,
an obedient and loving daughter and sister,
1862, removing with her parents to Illinois
her mother having died some six years
while yet a child, where she made the acago. H e r illness was but short, being sick
quaintance of her husband, and was maronly about one week and to her the end
ried to John Dutcher November 27, 1878,
came unlooked for as she still hoped to
at Clinton, Iowa. T o this union were
recover, being conscious to the end. In
born one daughter and two sons. They
the home she is greatly missed as she had
with husband and father remain, realizing
charge of the house and a young sister.
their loss as they miss the motherly devoWith the young people she was quite a fation and wifely care. In the Spring of
vorite, having many friends. Funeral ser1883 the family removed t o Kansas, thinkvices were held in the German Baptist M.
ing a change of climate would be conH . at Fredericksburg, conducted by the
ducive to improved health, remaining
home Brethren, and was very largely atabout 15 years, then to Kansas City for 2
tended. Interment in the Kensinger Cemyears, and finally to Los Angeles, Cal.,
etery.
where they remained until her departure
from this life June 1, 1903, aged 41 years,
3 months and 11 days. Having had a seGINGERICH.—Died, near Rife, Pa.,
vere attack of appendicitis necessitating an
at the home of her brother, J. D. Keefer,
operation which was performed May 27,
on July 18, 1903, Sister Barbara J. Gingerand was considered very successful, and no
ich, aged 63 years, 2 months and 10 days.
doubt she would have recovered but for
She was a daughter of the late Elder Jacob
the complication of pneumonia. All that
Keefer and widow of the late Bro. George
human aid could do, was appealed to,
Gingerich who died about 23 years ago.
loving hands never tired to administer to
Two brothers and two sisters survive, viz.:
her needs, but he who is all wise and conJohn A. and Joseph D. Keefer, Lizzie A.
trolled! the destinies of man, knew best and
Gish, and Mary M. Clay. Sister Gingerich
in his wise providence released the soul
and her husband were converted and
from its worn and wrecked body, to heights
joined the church many years ago. She
sublime, where sting and pain are no more.
'was an earnest and devoted sister and quite
She was a devoted Christian and looked to
a help in the church. H e r loss will be
the Savior for comfort and strength. A
keenly felt by the little brotherhood in
large circle of friends tender the family
Lykens Valley, yet we do not mourn for
their deep sympathy in this the hour of
her as though we had no hope. We trust
great bereavement, the loss of a faithful
our loss is her eternal gain. Funeral serwife and devoted mother. The funeral
vices were held at Keefer's meeting house
services were held in their home. Interconducted by Elder Jacob K. Kreider and
ment took place in the cemetery at Los
Samuel Brehm. Text, Hebrews xiii.: 14.
Angeles, California.
Buried in the nearby cemetery.

